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1.0

Introduction

1.0.1 This guidance supplements the Historic Environment related policies of the Powys
Local Development Plan (LDP) (2011-2026), which was adopted by Powys County Council
on the 17th of April 2018, and has been prepared to assist decision-making on planning
applications within the Powys LDP area. This guidance does not apply to areas of the
County of Powys located within the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority area (BBNPA).
1.0.2 This Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) is intended to be read alongside the
relevant polices of the LDP (see Section 5), along with any other related adopted SPG. This
SPG focuses on historic environment assets that are not subject to individual SPGs. Matters
relating to Conservation Areas and Archaeology are covered in more detail within their
individual SPGs. The guidance within the Residential Design Guide complements and adds
to this guidance by advising on general design matters. The Landscape SPG refers to the
character and features of the historic and cultural landscape in the context of landscape
considerations.
1.0.3 The protection of the historic environment to support business growth and tourism, as
part of developing a vibrant economy, is a key corporate priority of Powys County Council,
as expressed through Vision 2025: Corporate Improvement Plan. Historic Environment
designations are considered by the LDP to be important strategic assets that require
protection from unacceptable development so as to protect the economic, environmental and
social well-being of Powys.
1.0.4 This SPG has been prepared to provide information and guidance on how, through
implementation of the policies in the LDP, development proposals should ensure that the
historic environment is appropriately considered, preserved and, where appropriate,
enhanced. This guidance is also aimed at improving the approach towards protecting and
enhancing local distinctiveness through preservation and enhancement of the historic
environment.

2.0

Purpose of the guidance

2.0.1

The purpose of this guidance is to:






2.0.2







Provide more detailed guidance to supplement relevant LDP policies.
Provide guidance on wider designated areas and non-designated sites not subject to
individual SPGs.
Provide guidance on how to access and evaluate data on the historic environment.
Provide practical information for applicants/agents, members of the public, elected
Members and Council Officers involved in proposals affecting the historic
environment.
This SPG provides guidance and information on:
National legislation, policy and guidance relating to the Historic Environment.
The Historic Environment in the Powys LDP area.
The meaning of historic environment designations.
Information sources relating to the historic environment.
Relevant LDP polices relating to the historic environment.
How policies relating to the historic environment are to be implemented.
3
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3.0

Using the Historic Environment Record.
Monitoring and review proposals associated with the LDP and SPG.

Status of the guidance

3.0.1 This SPG has been produced to support the policies of the LDP which are used in the
determination of planning applications. The guidance within the SPG has had regard to
relevant legislation, national planning policy and other available guidance and information.
3.0.2 This SPG has been prepared in accordance with the Council’s approved Protocol for
Preparation and Adoption of SPG, which includes a Community Involvement Scheme. It has
been subject to a 6 week public consultation stage undertaken between 20th of January and
28th of February 2020. A summary of the responses received to the public consultation
along with an explanation as to how the responses have been addressed can be found
within the Consultation Statement. This SPG was adopted by the Council on the [insert
date].
3.0.3 This SPG is a material consideration in the determination of planning applications.
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4.0 Planning context for the Historic Environment in the Powys
LDP Area
4.1

National legislation, policy and guidance

4.1.1 The Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act (1990) and the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act (1979) provide the legal framework
for the protection and management of the historic environment. Section 16 of the 1990 Act
contains the duty that requires LPAs and the Secretary of State when making decisions on
listed building applications to have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building
or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.
4.1.2 The Historic Environment (Wales) Act (2016) makes changes to the UK legislation
relating to the protection and management of the historic environment in Wales. It
introduces measures for the positive management of change to the historic environment,
such as requiring all applications for Listed Building Consent and for Conservation Area
Consent to be accompanied by Heritage Impact Statements. It also places a duty on the
Welsh Government to compile and keep up-to-date a Historic Environment Record and a list
of Historic Place Names. The duty within the Act to compile and keep up-to-date a Register
of Historic Parks and Gardens is due to come into force in 2019.
4.1.3 The Well-being of Future Generations Act (2015) places a duty on public bodies to
carry out sustainable development. In order to achieve sustainable development, the Act
puts in place seven well-being goals. The most relevant goal in relation to the historic
environment is the goal of a Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language.
4.1.4 Planning Policy Wales (PPW) (10th 11th Edition 2019 2021) sets out national
planning guidance in respect of the historic environment and other planning matters. This
latest edition represents a complete revision of this guidance in order to assist with the
delivery of well-being objectives of the Welsh Government. This latest edition aligns national
planning policy with Future Wales (see para. 4.1.6 below) and reflects wider legislative,
policy and guidance updates since the previous edition.
4.1.5 The overall approach towards the historic environment is set out under the theme of
Distinctive and Natural Places. This guidance recognises the historic environment as a
resource for the general well-being of present and future generations and, therefore, the
need to ensure that the historic environment is protected, conserved, promoted and
enhanced. It includes sections on Listed Buildings, Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
and Registered Historic Landscapes, amongst other historic environment designations, and
the Historic Environment Record.
4.1.6 Future Wales - the National Plan 2040 is the Welsh Government’s National
Development Framework which sets the direction for development in Wales to 2040. The
document forms part of the development plan for an area alongside the Local Development
Plan, and in time Strategic Development Plans. Decisions on planning applications are
required to be made in accordance with both the Local Development Plan and Future Wales,
and, when adopted, Strategic Development Plans. Future Wales is not intended to provide
planning policy in relation to all topics, particularly where they are already addressed by
Planning Policy Wales or Technical Advice Notes. It, therefore, does not include specific
policies in relation to the historic environment. However, Policy 18 of Future Wales, in
respect of renewable and low carbon energy developments of national significance, includes
a criterion requiring that there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on statutorily protected
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built heritage assets. Future Wales also recognises the strong cultural heritage of Mid
Wales.
4.1.6 4.1.7
Technical Advice Note 24 (TAN24) (2017) supplements the guidance within
PPW by giving more detailed advice on the historic environment in relation to the planning
system in Wales. This guidance replaced Welsh Office Circular 61/96 ‘Planning and the
Historic Environment: Historic Buildings and Conservation Areas’, 60/96 ‘Planning and the
Historic Environment: Archaeology’ and 1/98 ‘Planning and the Historic Environment:
Directions by the Secretary of State for Wales’. It provides guidance on how a range of
historic assets should be considered, covering Archaeological Remains, Scheduled
Monuments, Listed Buildings, Conservation Areas, Registered Historic Parks and Gardens,
Registered Historic Landscapes and Historic Assets of Special Local Interest. With
particular relevance to the scope of this SPG, TAN 24 provides information on:




Listed Building designation, and the requirements and procedures associated with
applications for listed building consent.
Requirements and procedures for applications that could affect Registered Historic Park
and Gardens and Registered Historic Landscapes.
The use of the Historic Environment Record as an information source for preparing
development plans and making planning decisions.

4.1.7 4.1.8
Technical Advice Note 12 (TAN 12) provides national planning guidance
related to design and is aimed at facilitating good design and sustainability through the
planning system. It sets out the benefits of using Design and Access Statements as
communication tools to outline how the design of the development proposal has been
considered from the outset and how objectives of good design have informed this. With
regards to the historic environment, it explains that there will be a greater need for direction
and advice from the Local Planning Authority on how new development can be
accommodated and change managed in areas of special character.
4.1.8 4.1.9
Cadw has published a series of best-practice guidance to complement the
Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016 and recent planning policy and advice. The most
relevant of these in respect of this SPG are:





Managing Change to Listed Buildings in Wales,
Managing Change to Registered Historic Parks and Gardens in Wales,
Heritage Impact Assessment in Wales, and
Setting of Historic Assets in Wales.

4.1.9 4.1.10 Cadw’s published Conservation Principles highlights the need to base
decisions on an understanding of the impact a proposal may have on the significance of an
historic asset.
4.1.10 4.1.11 Other Cadw publications give best-practice guidance on a range of different
types of historic assets, including war memorials, chapels, converting historic farm buildings,
industrial worker’s housing, renewable energy and historic buildings, small rural dwellings,
and traditional agricultural buildings. Cadw has also published detailed guidance on
Understanding Listing in Wales. Guidance can also be found on the Cadw website on
understanding registered historic parks and gardens along with other information
associated with these topics. The Welsh Government has also recently consulted upon
updated best-practice guidance in respect of easy access to listed buildings in Wales.
4.1.11 4.1.12 In 2007, the Welsh Government, Countryside Council for Wales and Cadw,
with assistance from the four Welsh Archaeological Trusts, published Guide to Good
6
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Practice on Using the Register of Landscapes of Historic Interest in the Planning and
Development Process (commonly referred to as ASIDOHL2). It is a non-statutory
document that is aimed at assisting local planning authorities in making planning decisions
and others involved in the planning process to ensure that plans and proposals brought
forward have the least possible adverse impact on historic landscape areas on the Register.
This is accompanied by a Historic Landscapes Assessment Form. Another document
called Caring for Historic Landscapes in Wales provides an overview of the importance
and value of historic landscapes.
4.1.12 4.1.13 The Welsh Government has issued statutory guidance on Historic
Environment Records in Wales: Compilation and Use (May 2017) which explains that the
Historic Environment Record (HER) should be used to inform processes involved in
preparing development plans and development management decisions.
4.1.13 4.1.14 In 2005, the Montgomery Canal Partnership (led at the time by British
Waterways and made up of groups interested in the Canal, including Powys County Council)
published a Conservation Management Strategy. The document set a framework for
taking forward the restoration and wider regeneration of the Montgomery Canal, whilst
balancing these aims with the requirements relating to its natural and historic designations.
In terms of built heritage, it set out key conservation principles and management proposals
for development on and adjacent to the Canal.
4.1.14 4.1.15 The Partnership (now led by the Canal & River Trust) has subsequently
published a document The Montgomery Canal: Regeneration through Sustainable
Restoration (June 2016), which presents the Partnership’s programme for restoration of the
Canal. In terms of the principles set for the built heritage of the Canal, repairs and
restoration will seek to minimise loss of the existing fabric, and compatible and alternative
uses for historic buildings will be sought.

4.2

Historical background of the Powys LDP area

4.2.1 The following provides a brief summary of the historical background of the Powys
LDP area. It focuses on the relatively recent history of the built historic environment, rather
than pre-historic periods and archaeological remains, as more detail on this is provided
within the separate SPG on Archaeology.
4.2.2 Powys has a rich wealth of historical architecture, ranging through all periods and all
building types, from castles, ruined monasteries, large gentry houses dating from the
fifteenth century, through to larger Georgian Country houses, Georgian town houses,
industrial terraced workers housing, large Victorian villas, farmhouses and farm buildings.
4.2.3 The history of Powys and its important location within the Welsh Marches is reflected
in its historic buildings. It has been estimated that over 200 castles were built within Powys
and whilst some had limited impact, others resulted in planned “Norman” towns such as New
Radnor (c.1257) Montgomery (c.1223), Knighton (c.1260), Llanfyllin (c.1293), Painscastle
(c.1231), Old Radnor (1095 – 1100), Rhayader (c.1304) and Welshpool (1247-52) which
although the original buildings have been replaced, the street layout still retains its early
origins.
4.2.4 Llewellyn ap Gruffydd established a new town and market in 1273 adjacent to his
castle at Dolforwyn, which was not allowed to develop due to its proximity to Montgomery.
Llewellyn later established towns at Caersws (undated), Llanidloes (1280-93) and Newtown
7
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(1280-1321). When the stone castles were no longer required, (some had a long life into the
uprising of Owain Glyndwr and again in the Civil War), they were used as a quarry for
materials, as were the Abbeys and Priories after the restoration, providing good building
stone.
4.2.5 Powys is well blessed with vernacular farmhouses, which are considered as true
“Welsh” architecture. Iorwerth Peate in his book “The Welsh House” (1940) describes such
buildings as peasant architecture where “social climatic and geographical conditions all
combine to produce an architecture in which fashion or style play little or no part”.
4.2.6 The majority of the historic buildings in Powys are vernacular, although it should be
remembered that only the better quality buildings have survived, despite often being
considered as small and humble by today’s standards. The first form of house was single
storey with an open fireplace in the centre of the hall. When first floor accommodation and
fireplaces became in common use, different areas of Powys used different means for
achieving the position of their fireplace and entrance. The Royal Commission for Ancient and
Historical Monuments in Wales studied this phenomenon in great detail and published their
findings in “Houses of the Welsh Countryside”.
4.2.7 The vernacular buildings are usually now confined to the rural areas, although not
exclusively so, however, the “vernacular” buildings of Powys are not the only buildings that
denote the architectural character of an area. Among the industrial communities, terraced
housing for the workers was constructed in such numbers as to dominate i.e. Llangynog and
later to house the textile workers of Newtown and Llanidloes. The houses of Llangynog
being local stone, whereas local brick companies in Newtown and Llanidloes provided bricks
which prevailed where good building stone was in a short supply, even with the expense of
bricks at that time.
4.2.8 The construction of the Montgomery Canal brought with it its own style of building
and materials could now be imported. Alongside this Newtown expanded as a centre of
textile and yarn production, with new materials and structural advances with autocratic
manufacturing efficiency and experiments in social planning. The Textile Museum building
on Commercial Street combined six back-to-back houses on its lower two floors with open
workrooms on the upper two floors. These workers houses of Newtown originally exhibited
qualities such as courtyards and back to back houses that were previously unseen in Powys.
Sadly most of the communal courtyards are now divided and historical unity of the area has
been compromised.
4.2.9 The expansion of the railways into Powys, together with the attraction of our Spa
towns for tourism and the provision for a constant supply of fresh water to the Midlands
resulted in an inheritance of building materials and construction methods normally
associated with larger conurbations and urban centres. Examples of these distant influences
that were assimilated into the “character” of local architectural tradition include decorative
brickwork and terracotta details in the centre of Rhayader and the use of faience on the
elevations of the Automobile Palace in Llandrindod Wells. The Victorian architecture of
Llandrindod Wells and Llanwrtyd Wells is an architectural symbol of the wealth and
confidence that occurred in Powys at that time.
4.2.10 Victorian architecture was confident in its abilities and in its display of wealth. The
use of concrete was successfully used by Sir Edmund Buckley with the construction of a
mass concrete granary, farm buildings and walled garden on his Plas Dinas estate at Dinas
Mawddwy, just over the border in Gwynedd. The use of concrete on the estate of the
Hanbury-Tracy family at Gregynog, some forty miles away to the west near Newtown, was
8
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slightly more advanced in its development and execution. At the model farmstead buildings
of Dolmelinau, an estate property near Tregynon, the red glow of the crushed brick
aggregate can still be seen quite clearly. Both here and in each of the fourteen other
locations at Gregynog where there are mass concrete buildings and structures.
4.2.11 This history has provided Powys with a significant legacy of buildings, sites and
areas of historic interest. The total number of historic environment designations by type is
set out within Table 1.
Table 1 Historic Environment designations in the Powys LDP area
Designation

Number

Listed Buildings
Conservation Areas
Scheduled Monuments
Registered Historic Landscapes
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens

3934 3936
55
716
10
37

4.2.12 Maps showing the location of Listed Buildings, Registered Historic Landscapes, and
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens are provided in Appendices 1, 2 and 3. These maps
provide an overview of the location of designations, however for maps showing the exact
location of individual buildings or boundaries of individual areas, see the information sources
set out at the end of this Section. Information on the mapping of Conservation Areas and
Scheduled Monuments can be found in the relevant separate SPGs.
4.2.13 The Montgomery Canal is a significant feature within the landscape and within the
social and historical development of the area. The route of the canal starts at it’s junction
with the Llangollen Canal at Lower Frankton in Shropshire, before crossing over the border
into Powys to Llanymynech and then terminating at Newtown. The route of the canal is
shown on the LDP’s proposals maps. The sustainable sensitive restoration of the canal,
working within the requirements of the canal’s scientific and nature conservation
designations, is being supported by the Council, as part of the Montgomery Canal
Partnership project.
4.2.14 There is a high number of historic assets associated with the Canal, as can be seen
from Table 2.
Table 2 Listed structures associated with Montgomery Canal in the Powys LDP area
Structure
Aqueduct
Canal bridge
Limekilns
Locks weirs/gear
Other canal structures
TOTAL

Grade
II*
II
II*
II
II
II
II

Number
2
6
1
42
8
23
19
101

The listed structures are in the main preserved, however the canal covers a large part of
Montgomeryshire and there is pressure from development directly adjacent to the canal.
The setting of these listed buildings can also be impacted upon by adjacent development.
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Further guidance on specific planning issues relating to the protection of the historic
environment of the Canal is provided in section 6 of this SPG.

4.3

The meaning of historic environment designations

Registered Historic Landscapes
4.3.1. The Register of Historic Landscapes is a non-statutory designation, however it is
intended to be used to inform policy making and decision-making at a strategic level and to
inform Environmental Impact Assessments. The Register identifies the most important and
best surviving historic landscapes in Wales. The purpose of the Register is to provide
information to decision makers and landscape managers to help ensure that the historic
character of the landscape is sustained, and that where change is contemplated, it is wellinformed.
4.3.2 There are 10 Registered Historic Landscapes located either wholly or partly within
the Powys LDP area, as identified in Table 3.
Table 3

Registered Historic Landscapes within the Powys LDP area

Name of the RHL
The Berwyn
The Elan Valley
The Caersws Basin
The Clywedog Valley
The Middle Usk Valley
The Middle Wye Valley
The Tanat Valley
The Tywi Valley
Upland Ceredigion
The Vale of Montgomery

Location of the RHL
Within Denbighshire and Powys
Within Powys and Ceredigion
Within Powys
Within Powys
Within Brecon Beacons National Park and Powys
Within Brecon Beacons National Park, Powys and
Herefordshire
Within Powys and Denbighshire
Within Ceredigion and Powys
Within Ceredigion and Powys
Within Powys and Shropshire

4.3.3 A map showing the location of the Registered Historic Landscapes across the Powys
LDP area is provided in Appendix 1 of this SPG. These designated landscapes are also
shown on the LDP’s proposals maps. Maps and information can also be accessed through
the resources set out at the end of this section. It should be noted that the boundaries of
RHLs are due to be revised, which may take some of the areas noted above out of Powys
entirely, and therefore applicants should refer to Cof Cymru for up-to-date maps – see para.
4.4.6 below.
4.3.4 The landscapes on the Register have been identified as they are considered to be of
outstanding (part 1 of the register) or special (part 2 of the register) historic interest such as
to be of national importance, and are some of the best examples of different types of historic
landscapes in Wales. The criteria for identifying these landscapes are set out within Annex
C to TAN 24.
4.3.5 The creation of the register has been accompanied by a programme of Historic
Landscape Characterisation. The characterisation process divides each landscape area on
the Register into a number of smaller, more discrete, geographical areas of broadly
consistent historic character called ‘Historic Character Areas’. These areas are defined
according to their key historic elements or characteristics. For example, an area might be
physically characterised by a particular form of historic settlement or land use pattern or
10
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boundaries or it might have distinctive historic buildings, archaeological sites or traditional
field boundaries, or it might contain important ancient habitats, and so on. For details on
access to this information, see para. 4.4.5.
4.3.6 According to the website of the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust “Recognising and
raising awareness of the importance and wealth of the historic fabric of the landscape has
been the central theme and message of the non-statutory Register of Landscapes of Historic
Interest in Wales”. It goes on to explain that “protecting the legacy of the past in the
landscape is not to be achieved by preventing change or fossilising the landscape but rather
by informing the process of change, creating tomorrow's landscapes without necessarily
sacrificing the best of yesterday's”.
4.3.7 The Welsh Government’s objective in relation to Registered Historic Landscapes, as
expressed in Planning Policy Wales, is to protect such areas of land on the Register. The
need for protection of these areas will be a material planning consideration when making
planning decisions on developments that may affect these areas or their settings. Further
detail on the decision-making process is provided in Section 6 of this guidance.

Registered Historic Park and Gardens
4.3.8 The Register of Historic Park and Gardens is due to become a statutory register in
2020. This means that Welsh Ministers will have a statutory duty to compile and maintain a
register of historic parks and gardens in Wales. This duty is discharged by Cadw on behalf
of the Welsh Ministers in Wales. Whilst the Register itself will become statutory, there will be
no additional consenting regime separate to the planning application process in respect of
this designation.
4.3.9 There are 37 Registered Historic Parks and Gardens (RHPG) located within the
Powys LDP area. A list of the RHPGs in the Powys LDP area can be found in Appendix 6
part (ii) of the Powys LDP. A map showing the location of the RHPGs across the Powys
LDP area is provided in Appendix 2 of this SPG. These parks and gardens, along with those
that are kitchen gardens, are also shown on the LDP’s proposals maps. It should be noted
that, in preparation for the introduction of the statutory register, Cadw has been reviewing
the boundaries of all RHPGs and consulting with owners and occupiers as part of this.
Applicants are, therefore, directed to Cof Cymru (see para. 4.4.6 below) which will show the
updated boundaries of the parks and gardens.
4.3.10 RHPGs are designated for their historic interest, contents, features, condition and
historical associations. RHPGs are subject to a grading system. Details of the definition and
grading system used to select historic parks and gardens for the Register are provided in
Annexe C to TAN 24.
4.3.11 The register will include an entry for each registered historic park and garden, which
will include the name of the park or garden, its grade, a reference number and National Grid
Reference, a brief description, the primary reasons for registration and a map indicating the
extent of the garden or park and any significant views. This information will be available
from Cof Cymru – see the sources of information set out at the end of this Section. The
original publication of the register included a long description of each of the registered sites.
This information is available on request from Cadw.
4.3.12 The majority of Registered Historic Parks and Gardens within the Powys LDP area
are gardens to large private houses, which are usually listed buildings in their own right. The
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aim of the designation is to prevent damage to significant features of the sites such as
historic layout, structure, built features and planted elements. It is not the intention to
preserve everything as it is. In fact, in many cases development is both benign and
beneficial. However, it is important not to let insensitive development within or adjacent to
the designated sites harm their historic and visual character.
4.3.13 Some of the Registered Parks and Gardens are open to the public either as a historic
garden e.g. Gregynog, or in the case of Llandrindod Wells Public Parks, the gardens are
registered because they are a public park. In some cases e.g. Bronllys Hospital, new
development may be proposed under policy E5 of the LDP. All of these bring their own
development pressures, which need to be carefully managed to ensure that the gardens are
not compromised either by facilities for visitors or by new development.
4.3.14 The Welsh Government’s objective in relation to Registered Historic Parks and
Gardens, as expressed in Planning Policy Wales, is to preserve their special interest. The
need to preserve their special interest will be a material planning consideration when making
planning decisions on developments that may affect these areas or their settings. Further
detail on the decision-making process is provided in Section 6 of this guidance.

Listed Buildings
4.3.15 Listed Buildings are nationally important buildings and other structures that have
been identified and included on a list that is compiled by Welsh Ministers under the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Cadw is responsible for discharging
the duty of compiling and maintaining a list in Wales. The purpose of listing is to ensure that
a building’s special architectural or historic interest is fully recognised and to ensure statutory
control over works that would affect it’s character.
4.3.16 Any works to a Listed Building that would affect its character (including demolition or
alteration) require listed building consent, which is a separate consent regime to the planning
application process. It is a criminal offence to carry out any such works without the required
consent. Planning permission may also be required for development to a Listed Building
(such as an extension) or within its curtilage (such as an outbuilding, fencing, walls, gates or
hardstanding). Reference should be made to Welsh Government guidance on permitted
development rights for householders. Like for like repairs do not usually require consent,
however the LPA should be contacted and will require exact details of the proposal to check
whether there are any changes involved.
4.3.17 When a building is listed, both the interior and exterior are listed. In addition, any
object or structure fixed to the building and any object or structure within the curtilage of the
building which, although not fixed to the building, forms part of the land and has done so
since before 1 July 1948, are also considered to be listed along with the building. Guidance
on identifying curtilage structures is provided in section 5.1 of Cadw’s guidance Managing
Change to Listed Buildings.
4.3.18 There are 3934 3936 listed buildings in the Powys LDP area (45 of which are grade I,
243 244 are grade II* and 3646 3647 are grade II). A map showing the location of listed
buildings across the Powys LDP area is provided in Appendix 3 of this SPG. Maps and
information can also be accessed through the resources set out at the end of this section.
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4.3.19 Annex B to TAN 24 provides details of the criteria used in deciding which buildings to
include on the statutory list, gradings, prosecution and enforcement procedures, and listed
buildings in need of repair.
4.3.20 Listed Buildings are a finite and irreplaceable asset. They are a valuable and
irreplaceable resource, representing an existing investment in local history and culture, of
building materials, arts and craftsmanship, and are important landmarks in the local scene.
Powys County Council as the Local Planning Authority has a statutory duty to ensure that
Listed Buildings, their settings and any features of special architectural or historic interest
are preserved for future generations.
4.3.21 According to the All Wales Condition Survey of Listed Buildings, some 19% of the
listed buildings within Powys are either at risk (levels 1-3) or vulnerable (level 4). Those
properties assigned a degree of risk level 5 and 6 are well maintained. The purpose of the
Buildings at Risk Register is to identify buildings where there is a risk of loss of historically or
architecturally important fabric (structure or details) with a view to preventing that loss.
4.3.22 The Welsh Government’s objective in relation to Listed Buildings, as expressed in
Planning Policy Wales, is to safeguard their character and manage change so that their
special architectural and historic interest is preserved. The need to preserve their special
architectural and historic interest will be a material planning consideration when making
decisions on works or development that may affect these buildings or their settings. Further
detail on the decision-making process is provided in Section 6 of this guidance.
Non-designated sites or features
4.3.23 In addition to the above-mentioned designations, and at a local level, there is a vast
range of historic assets that are not deemed to be of such national significance to warrant
designation. They may also be of potential national importance, but have not yet been
recognised as such. However, such assets are likely to be significant locally, and the
presence of these assets is capable of being a material planning consideration when dealing
with development that may impact on their significance.
4.3.24 The Historic Environment Record is the primary source of information in this respect,
as it contains details on various elements of the historic environment, such as archaeological
sites and monuments, archaeological finds, and historic buildings and landscapes. It
contains details of both designated and non-designated sites and features. It also includes
access to records of historic place names and historic battlefields. The database holds
records of over 150,000 sites and projects across the Clwyd-Powys area and is continually
updated. See information on access to the record in paras.4.4.2 below.
4.3.25 According to the statutory guidance issued by the Welsh Government on the
compilation and maintenance of the Historic Environment Record, the records should be
used to support the planning process by supporting a proper consideration of the impact of a
proposal on the historic environment, including advice on schemes to avoid or mitigate any
adverse impacts. Further guidance on the use of the Historic Environment Record to
support the planning process is provided in Section 7 of this SPG.
Setting of historic assets
4.3.26 According to TAN 24,’the setting of an historic asset includes the surroundings in
which it is understood, experienced, and appreciated embracing present and past
relationships to the surrounding landscape’. The setting is not an historic asset in itself,
however it may contribute to the significance of an historic asset. Further guidance on
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considerations relating to setting can be found in Technical Advice Note 24 and various
Cadw guidance documents referenced in para. 4.1.10.

4.4

Information on the Historic Environment in the Powys LDP area

4.4.1 The following resources provide access to information on designated and nondesignated historic assets. This list is only intended as an overview of the type of
information that is available in respect of Listed Buildings, Registered Parks and Gardens,
Registered Historic Landscapes, and other historic assets. General historical information
can be obtained from a range of other sources, for instances from the Powys Archives, the
National Archives, the National Library of Wales and the People’s Collection for Wales.
Historic Environment Record (Archwilio)
4.4.2 There are four Historic Environment Records covering the whole of Wales, which are
maintained by the four Welsh Archaeological Trusts. It includes (or provides access to)
information on tens of thousands of historic sites or investigative work across Wales. The
Archwilio web site provides public access to the parts of those records which make up a part
of the statutory historic environment record (HER) for each local authority area in Wales.
These statutory records are maintained on behalf of the Welsh Ministers by the four regional
Welsh Archaeological Trusts in fulfilment of the requirements of the Historic Environment
(Wales) Act 2016.
4.4.3 In addition to providing access to parts of the Welsh Archaeological Trusts’ historic
environment records, the website also gives access to information on scheduled
monuments, listed buildings, conservation areas, historic parks and gardens, registered
historic landscapes, the historic landscape layer of LANDMAP, the inventory of historic
battlefields in Wales, the list of historic place names in Wales and the maritime database for
Wales, which together comprise the statutory historic environment record for Wales as
defined in the 2016 Act. See: Archwilio-the searchable database of the Welsh
Archaeological Trusts. Further guidance on the use of the Historic Environment Record to
support the planning process is provided in Section 7 of this SPG.
Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust (CPAT)
4.4.4 CPAT is one of the four Welsh Archaeological Trusts and has carried out detailed
studies of historic settlements across the region in order to inform planning authorities of
each settlement’s history and to identify an historic core to the medieval settlement. Each
survey report contains a description of the settlement and its location, a recent aerial
photograph of the settlement, information on the history of development of the settlement, its
heritage to AD 1750 and a map showing the historic core of the settlement. See
http://www.cpat.org.uk/ycom/intro.htm.
4.4.5 CPAT has also been involved in work examining the historic character of areas
defined by the Register of Historic Landscapes in Wales. These studies provide detailed
historical background and a general introduction to the broad elements of character for
settlements included within the registered landscape areas. For descriptions taken from the
Register, along with information on historic landscape themes and character areas, see
http://www.cpat.org.uk/projects/longer/histland/histland.htm.
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Cof Cymru
4.4.6 Cadw’s online record of the national historic assets of Wales, which includes listed
buildings, scheduled monuments, World Heritage Sites, registered historic landscapes and
protected wrecks. It will also include registered historic parks and gardens once the register
becomes statutory. It displays depictions and associated record descriptions or summary
descriptions of designated historic assets in Wales http://cadw.gov.wales/historicenvironment/recordsv1/cof-cymru/?lang=en.
Coflein and RCAHMW records
4.4.7 Coflein is an online database for the National Monuments Record in Wales, the
national collection of information about the historic environment in Wales. It provides access
to an online catalogue of archaeological sites, monuments, buildings and maritime sites in
Wales, together with an index to drawings, manuscripts and photographs held in the NMRW
archive collections. See: https://www.coflein.gov.uk/. Coflein and other resources, including
the List of Historic Place Names, can be accessed through the Royal Commission on the
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales (RCAHMW) website – see
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/discover/. The RCAHMW also have useful guidance on researching
the history of houses – See https://rcahmw.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/Researching-Welsh-House-Histories-LP-Eng.pdf and
https://rcahmw.gov.uk/researching-your-house-history/.
Welsh Tithe maps
4.4.8 Historic tithe maps provide a very useful source of information relating to the historic
environment. Tithes were payments charged on land users, and payments were originally
made using commodities like crops, wood, milk and stock. Tithe maps were produced
between 1838 and 1850 to ensure that all tithes were paid with money rather than produce.
There are over a thousand tithe maps, which are the most detailed maps for the period. All
tithe maps have associated apportionment documents which list the payable tithes, the
names of the landowners and land occupiers, the land use, and in most cases, the field
names. It is possible to search and browse over 300,000 entries and accompanying
apportionment documents online at the following website of the National Library of Wales https://places.library.wales/.
Historic Wales Portal
4.4.9 This portal provides an online gateway to national and regional historic environment
records. It comprises of an interactive map with various different layers displaying the 1st
Edition Mapping, National Monuments Record for Wales, Historic Environment Records,
Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments and National Museum Archaeology Collection.
Links are included to the listing and schedule descriptions, along with details of features and
artefacts, with links also to Coflein - http://historicwales.gov.uk.
Lle website
4.4.10 The Lle Geo-Portal has been developed as a partnership between Welsh
Government and Natural Resources Wales. Lle serves as a hub for data and information
covering a wide spectrum of topics, but primarily around the environment. There are two
elements to the website; a catalogue for downloading datasets and a map where
environmental data can be viewed. The site contains a number of WFS and WMS feeds
which can be used to supply data directly into individual GIS systems.
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4.4.11 The map is particularly useful when looking at how proposals will impact on historic
environment designations (listed buildings, conservation area boundaries and scheduled
monuments) alongside other types of environmental designations. The relevant maps can
be accessed by selecting ‘Viewing in Lle Map Browser’ on the following webpages:
http://lle.gov.wales/catalogue/item/ListedBuildings/?lang=en
http://lle.gov.wales/catalogue/item/ConservationAreas/?lang=en
http://lle.gov.wales/catalogue/item/ScheduledAncientMonumentsInWales/?lang=en
Once the map has loaded, layers of data can be added or removed using the left margin of
the browser.
LANDMAP
4.4.12 LANDMAP (Landscape Assessment and Decision Making Process) is an all-Wales
landscape resource where landscape characteristics, qualities and influences on the
landscape are recorded, evaluated and collated into a nationally consistent Geographical
Information System based dataset. LANDMAP is intended to help sustainable decision
making and natural resource planning at a range of levels from local to national while
ensuring transparency in the decision-making process. The Historic Landscape and Cultural
Landscape layers of LANDMAP may identify various elements of the historic environment.
Further guidance on how to use these aspects of LANDMAP for landscape purposes is
provided in Section 8 of the Landscape SPG.
4.4.13 The LANDMAP resource can be accessed through the Lle portal (see 4.20 above)
and Archwilio (see 4.16 below) or through https://landmap-maps.naturalresources.wales/.
Natural Resources Wales have produced step by step instructions on how to use the
resource in https://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/business-sectors/planningand-development/evidence-to-inform-development-planning/landmap-the-welsh-landscapebaseline/?lang=en.
List of Historic Place Names in Wales
4.4.14 This list records the various forms and spellings used for the names of topographical
features, communities, thoroughfares, structures and other aspects of the landscape
recorded in sources that predate the First World War. Names on the list, based on their
meaning, can provide an understanding of the function of a place in the past, which can help
to understand the history and historical associations of a particular place https://historicplacenames.rcahmw.gov.uk/. The list can also be accessed through the
Historic Environment Record (see Archwilio above).
National Trust Heritage Records
4.4.15 The National Trust holds records of 83,000 archaeological sites and historic buildings
situated upon or adjacent to National Trust owned land. This includes records for standing
buildings, earthworks, buried archaeology, historic garden and parkland features and
archaeological landscapes. The records can be accessed and searched online https://heritagerecords.nationaltrust.org.uk/.
Inventory of Historic Battlefields in Wales
4.4.16 The RCAHMW has created an inventory of historic battlefields in Wales, which
identifies over 700 battlefields, with several sites of historic battles identified in the Powys
LDP area. The intention is for the inventory to increase knowledge, raise awareness and
prompt further research on battlefields and other historic conflict sites in Wales 16
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http://battlefields.rcahmw.gov.uk/. The battlefields can also be accessed through the Historic
Environment Record (see Archwilio above).
Historic Gardens
4.4.17 The Cadw publication The Historic Gardens of Wales (1992) provides an introduction
to the chronological history of parks and gardens in Wales.
Welsh Historic Garden Trust
4.4.18 The Welsh Historic Garden Trust is a national conservation and heritage charity set
up to protect and conserve the historic parks and gardens in Wales. As an organisation, it
campaigns to save historic gardens and parks from neglect, indifference, insensitive
planning and planting, for future generations. It has a branch in Brecon and Radnor and a
separate branch in Montgomeryshire. Details of research, publications, newsletters and
events can be found on their website - http://whgt.wales/.
Montgomery Canal Partnership
4.4.19 The Montgomery Canal Partnership’s Conservation Management Strategy (2005)
provides information on the history of the Montgomery Canal. It includes a Statement of
Value relating to built heritage, which provides a description of the various structures and
buildings associated with the Canal and that of the wider corridor, along with information on
the historical context. It also identifies the vulnerabilities of the built heritage of the Canal
and provides references for further information.
Local History Societies
4.4.20 There are three history societies covering the shires of Powys - Powysland Club
(Montgomeryshire), the Radnorshire Society and the Brecknock Society. These societies
have online archives and annual publications – the Montgomeryshire Collection,
Transactions of the Radnorshire Society and Brycheiniog respectively - which can be
accessed via their libraries, websites or Welsh Journals online. There are also Local History
Societies and Groups for various towns and villages across the county.
Newtown Town Council
4.4.21 A Place Plan is in the process of being prepared for the Newtown and Llanllwchaiarn
Town Council area, which is intended to include information on the character of the town and
local design matters. The Place Plan is intended to be adopted by Powys County Council as
Supplementary Planning Guidance and therefore will be taken into account as a material
consideration in determining planning applications.
Newtown and District Civic Society
4.4.22 Funding was provided to Newtown District Civic Society through the Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF) to undertake a characterisation project on the area of the Canal in Newtown.
For further information on the characterisation project and toolkit developed by the Civic
Trust, see https://civictrustwales.wordpress.com/character-and-place/ and
https://civictrustwales.wordpress.com/category/characterisation/. Since the end of the HLF
funded project the group have continued to survey areas of Newtown and has recently
published a book Explore Newtown: The Historic Town Centre (October 2018) the first of a
planned series of publications looking at the streets and buildings of Newtown.
Machynlleth and District Civic Society
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4.4.23 The Society’s website provides an overview of the town and district’s history and its
built environment, along with useful links to other sources of information relating to
Machynlleth. See: www.rogerwhit.plus.com/civic/start.html.
Welshpool Civic Pride
4.4.24 Welshpool Civic Pride is a non-profit making environmental body set up to fund and
administer projects which protect Welshpool’s heritage. Its aim is to restore and maintain
heritage and cultural assets and to enhance the natural and built environment in the town of
Welshpool. The first scheme funded and completed was the refurbishment of the Welshpool
and Llanfair Light Railway cattle docks, which is a Scheduled Monument. It is planned to
restore the adjacent Motte & Bailey Castle and Bowling Club, which is also a Scheduled
Monument. See: http://www.welshpoolcivicpride.org.uk/.
Community Heritage Organisations
4.4.25 In 2014, the Wales Council for Voluntary Actionn published the findings of a project
entitled Mapping community history organisations in Wales - Cadw. The aim of the project
was to provide an overview of the archaeological, civic and heritage conservation
organisations currently operating within Wales, in order to identify potential synergies with
the work of the heritage sector. Section 4 of the publication lists the groups and societies
that were identified at the mapping stage across each county in Wales, including those
operating in Powys.
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5.0

Local planning policy

5.0.1 The Powys LDP aims to provide sustainable development whilst protecting and
enhancing the heritage and distinctive characteristics of the LDP area. It ensures support for
important assets and the guardianship of built and historic assets. The aims of the LDP in
respect of the historic environment are set out in Objective 13:
LDP objective 13 – Landscape and the Historic Environment
…
ii. The Historic Environment
To protect, preserve and/or enhance the distinctive historic environment, heritage and
cultural assets of Powys, in particular local assets that are not statutorily protected or
designated under national legislation, and to ensure that development respects local
distinctiveness.
5.0.2 The LDP contains strategic and development management policies relating to the
historic environment. Each of the policies in the LDP is supported by a reasoned
justification that contains an explanation behind the policy, provides guidance, and or
expands on the purpose of the policy or its aims. The reasoned justification to each of the
policies listed below has not been repeated in full in this guidance; users should refer to the
LDP where the reasoned justification should be considered alongside the policy to inform the
development proposal.
5.0.3 Policy SP7 is a strategic policy that identifies strategically important resources and
assets of the Powys LDP area that are to be safeguarded. A range of historic environment
designations and their settings are included within this policy. Para. 3.40 of the reasoned
justification to this policy states that ‘only development proposals that will not have an
unacceptable impact on the asset / resource and the purposes for which it is safeguarded
should be permitted’.
Strategic Policy SP7 – Safeguarding of Strategic Resources and Assets
To safeguard strategic resources and assets in the County, development proposals
must not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the resource of asset and its
operation.
The following have been identified as strategic resources and assets in Powys:
…
2. Historic environment designations, including;
i) Registered Historic Landscapes;
ii) Registered Historic Parks and Gardens;
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains;
iv) Listed Buildings and their curtilages;
v) Conservation Areas
AND the setting of designations i), ii), iii), iv) and v).
….
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NOTE: The term used for Scheduled Ancient Monuments has recently changed to
Scheduled Monuments.
5.0.4 LDP Policy DM13 is a development management policy that sets out criteria relating
to design, character, and local distinctiveness, along with other aspects of design and
resources. Criterion 1 requires the design of developments to respond to the surroundings,
which may include historic assets. The protection of historic assets is also important in
respect of the second criterion for their contribution towards the distinctiveness and identity
of a local area. The Policy also includes a specific criterion to be applied to development
within or affecting the setting of, or significant views into and out of, Conservation Areas.
Guidance on this part of the policy is provided in the separate SPG on Conservation Areas.
Policy DM13 – Design and Resources
Development proposals must be able to demonstrate a good quality design and shall
have regard to the qualities and amenity of the surrounding area, local infrastructure
and resources.
Proposals will only be permitted where all of the following criteria, where relevant, are
satisfied:
1. Development has been designed to complement and/or enhance the character of
the surrounding area in terms of siting, appearance, integration, scale, height,
massing, and design detailing.
2. The development contributes towards the preservation of local distinctiveness and
sense of place.
3. Any development within or affecting the setting and/or significant views into and
out of a Conservation Area has been designed in accordance with any relevant
adopted Conservation Area Character Appraisals and Conservation Area Management
Plans, or any other relevant detailed assessment or guidance adopted by the Council.
….
5.0.5 The reasoned justification to Policy DM13 includes a section on the historic
environment, which explains that many of Powys’s historic environment designations are
protected through legislation, policy and guidance, and, therefore, in order to avoid
duplication there are no specific development management policies relating to these
designations in the LDP. It also explains the need to give regard to non-designated sites
and features, such as those recorded on the Historic Environment Record.
5.0.6 The historic environment and assets are mentioned in other parts of the Plan. The
reasoned justification to Policy TD1 explains that “the Council seeks to ensure that
developments….do not have an unacceptably adverse impact and effect on…the historic
environment”. Policy TD3 relating to the Montgomery Canal and Associated Development
specifically refers to the scientific and conservation designations of the Canal, and the
reasoned justification recognises the significance of the canal’s natural and historic
environment.
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Policy TD3 – Montgomery Canal and Associated Development
Development proposals that support the restoration of the Montgomery Canal and
preserve and enhance the role of the canal as a multifunctional resource, including
off-line nature reserves and other appropriate canal-related development, will be
supported.
Proposals for development that would adversely affect the canal’s scientific and
conservation designations or prejudice it sensitive restoration will be opposed.
5.0.7 Policy DM4 requires development proposals to have regard to Registered Historic
Landscapes, with the reasoned justification explaining that the impact of development
affecting these landscapes may require assessment under the Assessment of the Impact of
Development on Historic Landscapes (ASIDOHL2) process.
5.0.8 Specific reference is made to architecture and archaeology in Policy H8, which sets
out the need to ensure that the design of any renovated abandoned dwellings takes
reference from recorded evidence or the architectural or archaeological interest of the former
dwelling. The reasoned justification to the Policy specifically refers to the use of the Historic
Environment Record as evidence to inform the design of the renovation.
5.0.9 The historic environment is also mentioned in the reasoned justification to Policy E5
relating to Bronllys Heatlh Park. This policy relates to the Bronllys hospital site and supports
its development as a Health and Wellbeing Park. It is explained in para. 4.4.15 of the LDP
that the site contains important historic assets, which should be protected including two
listed buildings and a registered historic park and garden. It goes on to explain in para,
4.4.16 that any potential development will need to take account of the site heritage and its
designation as a Historic Park and Garden.
5.0.10 Policy DM10 relating to development proposals on contaminated and unstable land
includes criteria that only permits such development where there are no unacceptable
adverse impacts on matters including historic or archaeological interests.
5.0.11 The LDP also supports the Welsh language and culture by providing policy support
for the protection of historic environment, as explained in the reasoned justification to Policy
DM12.
5.0.12 Further information on historic environment designations, along with website links to
maps, legislation, policy and guidance, are contained within Appendix 6 of the LDP.
Definitions of historic assets and associated terms are included in the Glossary in Appendix
5 of the LDP.
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6.0

Implementation of historic environment policies

6.0.1 All development proposals need to be designed to complement and enhance the
character of the surrounding area and to contribute towards the preservation of local
distinctiveness and sense of place, in accordance with policies DM13 1) and 2). For
development proposals that affect historic assets or their settings, matters of local
distinctiveness, character and appearance are of particular importance given that these
assets have been designated as valued buildings or areas in respect of these matters.
6.0.2 Proposals must avoid any unacceptable adverse effects on historic assets and their
settings in order to comply with Policy SP7 of the LDP. This section provides an overview of
how policies are to be implemented in respect of historic assets within the Powys LDP area.
The guidance here applies to developments affecting designated sites or areas, specifically
to Registered Historic Landscapes (RHL), Registered Historic Parks and Gardens (RHPG),
Listed Buildings (LB), and their settings. Specific guidance is also provided on particular
development issues relating to the Montgomery Canal. The next part of the guidance (Part
7) goes on to cover non-designated sites and focuses on the use of the Historic Environment
Record to inform development proposals.
6.0.3 This section sets out the considerations for those planning a new development that
may affect these historic assets to assist them in preparing for submission. It also sets out
the decision-making process on planning applications. The process set out emphasises the
importance of considering the significance of historic assets at an early stage in order to
ensure that this is taken into account in preparing plans for proposed development and
making planning decisions on these proposals. This approach towards considering
significance is emphasised in Planning Policy Wales:
Any decisions made through the planning system must fully consider the impact on the
historic environment and on the significance and heritage values of individual historic assets
and their contribution to the character of place.
6.0.4 It is at this early stage that consideration should also be given to the purpose of the
work, taking into account the brief and vision for the project, and to the different possible
options for achieving the same objective. This will be particularly relevant to applications for
listed building consent that require a Heritage Impact Statement, as this will need to explain
what the works are intended to achieve and why they are desirable or necessary.
6.0.5 Figure 1 summarises the steps that should be followed for proposals affecting RHL,
RHP or LB, or their settings. Whilst the general process for preparing and assessing
proposals is similar for all three designations covered by this SPG, the details of these
processes differ, and therefore these designations are covered separately. The process
incorporates the requirement for Heritage Impact Statements in connection with applications
for listed building consent. It also encourages the use of the heritage impact assessment
process for applications affecting Registered Historic Parks and Gardens and affecting the
setting of historic assets.
Figure 1 - Key steps to follow for proposals affecting RHL, RHPG or LB
Step 1 Identifying significance
Identifying where the site is in relation to any historic assets.
Undertaking background research and site visit in order to identify the significance of the
historic asset
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Step 2 Designing proposed changes
Siting and designing the proposal to ensure that is appropriate and sensitive to the
character of the historic asset and its setting
Step 3 Assessing the impact of development
Assessing the impact of the development on the identified significance of the historic
asset, including proposals to mitigate impact

Step 4 Planning application process
Submit planning application accompanied by HIS or DAS, where required, or otherwise a
Planning Statement, and other supporting information
6.0.6 Figure 8 at the end of this section summarises the general application and decision
process for developments affecting historic assets.
6.1

Registered Historic Landscapes (RHL)

6.1.1 All development proposals within Registered Historic Landscapes, or near to these
landscapes, will need to consider the impact that the development would have on the historic
character of these areas and their settings.
6.1.2 It should be noted that the information contained on the Register will be particularly
relevant to circumstances where large scale or complex developments are proposed that
require Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). However, it will also be useful to refer to
information relating to the Register when planning development proposals for other
developments, in order to ensure that the development does not harm the historic character
of the area.
6.1.3 The following guidance sets out the basic steps that should be followed for all
proposals in or adjacent to Registered Historic Landscapes at the pre-application stage.
However, it should be noted that more detailed processes will be involved for developments
that require EIA and ASIDOHL2 (see Appendix 4). Cadw and CPAT will advise on the need
for detailed assessments in connection with development proposals.
6.1.4 Applicants may find it helpful to refer to the Guide to Good Practice on Using the
Register of Landscapes of Historic Interest in the Planning and Development Process
(commonly known as ASIDOHL2) that has been produced by Cadw and the Countryside
Council for Wales, with the assistance of the archaeological trusts. The guidance is
designed to help LPAs in making decisions on the impact of proposals on Registered
Historic Landscapes and to assist applicants to bring forward plans that are likely to have the
least possible adverse impact on Registered Historic Landscapes. Whilst the guidance is
aimed at large or complex schemes, the principles within it can be applied to all forms of
development.
6.1.5 This SPG seeks to simplify the process to enable applicants to demonstrate, as part
of their planning application, how they have taken into account the impact of development on
a Registered Historic Landscape, in order to comply with planning policy.

Step 1 Identifying significance
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6.1.6 Applicants should, firstly, identify whether the site for their proposal lies within or near
to a RHL. The information sources set out in Section 4 can be used to confirm this. When
deciding on whether the development of a site outside of the RHL may impact on the setting
of the RHL, consideration should be given to the proximity to the boundary of the RHL and to
the visibility of the development from the RHL. This should also consider points at which the
development and RHL would be seen together within the same view.
6.1.7 Where a development proposal is located within or could impact on the setting of an
RHL, applicants should then refer to the description of the relevant RHL contained on the
Register. This can be viewed on CPAT’s website by clicking on the map of the relevant RHL
- https://www.cpat.org.uk/projects/longer/histland/histland.htm. The description
identifies the essential historic landscape themes of the RHL.
6.1.8 CPAT’s website also provides details of the historic landscape characterisation work
for each RHL. This work divides the Registered Historic Landscape area into smaller areas,
called ‘historic character areas’. It provides the historical background for each area and
identifies the key historic landscape characteristics of each area. This includes surviving
physical elements, such as historic buildings or archaeological sites, and wider
characteristics of the landscape, such as land and settlement patterns. These elements
combine to make the landscape locally distinct.
6.1.9 A summary of each historic character area is provided on the same page as the
description of the RHL and a link is then provided to further information on each of the
historic character areas. A link is also provided to a map showing the boundary of the
character area overlaid on an Ordnance Survey map, which is useful to locate the site within
the landscape and surrounding topography.
6.1.10 The historic landscape characterisation work undertaken by CPAT for the relevant
historic character area should help to identify the elements that contribute towards the value
and local distinctiveness of a particular landscape area. This characterisation work is the
primary evidence used for identifying the significance of the historic landscape.
Supplementary information may be found on the historic and cultural landscape layers of
LANDMAP. It may also be necessary to carry out some historic research to help discover
how the area appeared in the past. Historic maps and aerial photography can be particularly
helpful to show how the pattern of development has evolved over time.
6.1.11 Where a development proposal is located outside an RHL, but has the potential to
impact on it’s setting, particular attention should be given to identifying key views into and
across the RHL and the surrounding landscape. The historic elements and characteristics of
adjacent historic character areas should also be identified and consideration given to how
the proposal would relate to this character.
6.1.12 Having undertaken this background research, applicants should undertake a site visit
in order to apply the findings of the background research to their specific site. This will help
to understand the location of the proposed development within the RHL and within it’s
immediate surroundings. This will identify whether there are any historic characteristics
visible either on or adjacent to the site that may be impacted upon by the development.
6.1.13 Applicants should use the detailed information on the historic character areas and
other relevant information, together with their site observations, in order to identify the key
characteristics of the site and surrounding area that may be affected by the proposal.
Applicants should cross-reference the results of their site visit with CPAT’s information on
the historic character areas and other relevant information in order to identify the value of
any characteristics found on or near the site.
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6.1.14 Reference to a characteristic within CPAT’s information on the historic character area
or within other relevant evidence will indicate that it is significant in terms of the contribution
that it makes to the historic landscape character of the area. Whereas, characteristics that
are not referred to in this information are less likely to be significant and therefore can
normally be discounted. Applicants should also refer to Cadw’s Conservation Principles,
which provides guidance on assessing significance.
6.1.15 Proposals should consider the contribution that any identified features or
characteristics likely to be affected by the development make to the significance of the
historic landscape. In terms of the significance of the historic landscape as a whole, RHLs
(whether on Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register) are nationally important and are of high value.
This means that the protection of RHLs, including their features and characteristics, is an
important consideration in the decision-making process.
6.1.16 The overall evaluations given to the aspect areas in LANDMAP have the following
meanings:
Outstanding – international or national importance.
High – regionally or of county importance.
Moderate – local importance.
Low – little or no importance.
Particular attention should be given to aspect areas where the historic or cultural landscapes
layers are evaluated as outstanding or high value by LANDMAP. Further detailed guidance
on the use of LANDMAP for general landscape considerations is found in Section 8 of the
Landscape SPG.
6.1.17 Figure 2 summarises the above guidance into a set of questions that can be used
when considering whether a development is likely to impact on the significance of an RHL.
Further guidance on assessing this impact is provided under Step 3.
Figure 2

Key questions in relation to step 1 for RHL

Is the site located within a RHL?
Is the site located near a RHL? (i.e. within the setting of a RHL).
Is it likely that the development could be viewed from a RHL?
Is it likely that the development and the RHL would be viewed together from the same
viewpoint?
Which historic character areas of the RHL could be affected by the development?
Are there any historic features or characteristics relating to the historic character area
or the RHL on or near to the site, that contribute towards the significance of the RHL?

Step 2 Designing proposed changes
6.1.18 Once the significant features and characteristics of the RHL, or its setting, have been
identified in step 1, consideration can then be given to how (or if) the development proposal
can be sited and designed so that it is appropriate and sensitive to the character of the RHL
and its setting.
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6.1.19 Proposals should reflect the locally distinctive character of the RHL, through siting,
built form, detailed design, and materials. For instance, materials used in proposals within
the historic landscape should complement the traditional materials used in the area. The
following elements of historic landscapes are likely to be relevant to developments within a
RHL or its setting:














Predominant form, layout and scale of traditional buildings, such as terraced housing.
The relationship of traditional buildings to the street or frontages.
The historic shape and style of traditional plots.
The density of surrounding traditional development.
Traditional materials used on buildings for walls, roofs, windows and doors and used for
doorways, paths, drives, thresholds of drives and courtyards (i.e. tiles, brick, flag stones,
stone setts, stone kerbs, cobbles, gravel).
Use of colour that integrates well with the prevailing town/open countryside character or
reflects historical use.
Rural building patterns, including farmstead distribution and layout.
Boundary treatments, such as native hedges on outer rural edges, and railings, brick or
stone walls on internal town-side edges.
Existing hedgerows and trees to incorporate into the design.
Landscaping along key frontages and within the site.
Key views to, from and across the area.
Archaeological earthworks as relict landscape features.

Applicants should take the above elements, along with any other important historic elements
of a particular landscape, into account when designing new development within a RHL.
Step 3 Assessing the impact of development
6.1.20 The impact of the development on the character of the wider historic landscape and
on important characteristics of the historic character area will need to be assessed. Where
the proposal would involve the removal of key features of the historic landscape or alteration
of the character of the area, the contribution these characteristics make to the wider historic
landscape will need to be assessed. The impact of proposals on the setting of the RHL will
also need to be assessed.
6.1.21 This assessment should consider direct physical impacts on the important historic
characteristics, for instance through alteration or demolition. Indirect impacts should also be
considered, such as the visual impact on viewpoints to and from historic sites and buildings,
or on functional or visual connections between historic sites or buildings. Developments
may have the potential to interrupt or obstruct these views and connections. Further
guidance on considerations relating to setting is provided in Cadw’s guidance Setting of
Historic Assets.
6.1.22 The level of assessment will depend on the nature, scale and complexity of the
proposal, as well as the sensitivity of the landscape in question. The good practice guidance
focuses on the assessment processes involved in large-scale or complex developments,
particularly those requiring EIA. However, it should be noted that assessments (using the
ASIDOHL2 process) may be required in connection with smaller schemes that, due to their
nature, could unacceptably change the historic character of the area.
6.1.23 PPW advises that an assessment of development on a historic landscape may be
required if it is proposed within a registered historic landscape or its setting and there is
potential for conflict with development plan policy. The LPA will decide, in consultation with
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CPAT, on the need for and level of assessment required for developments that are not EIA.
LPAs will consider it reasonable to request a full or partial ASIDOHL2 in connection with any
proposals that are likely to have a significant impact on any of the key features or
characteristics of the historic landscape, including views to, from and across the landscape.
6.1.24 In cases where neither an EIA is required or an ASIDOHL2 is requested, this SPG
encourages applicants to use either the Design and Access Statement, where required, or,
in other cases, a Planning Statement to explain how the historic character of the landscape
has been taken into account in designing the development. This will provide a basic informal
assessment of the impact of the proposal on the historic landscape character of the area.
The different types of assessments involved are summarised in Appendix 4.
6.1.25 The assessment process should also consider the scope for mitigating any adverse
impacts on the character of the historic landscape, such as through removing features that
are not compatible with the area and opportunities for enhancement. The results of the
assessment may warrant a review of the siting or design of the development to address
identified impacts.
NOTE: It is important to note that this guidance focuses on assessing development
proposals that impact on the character of the Registered Historic Landscapes as historic
assets or historic environment designations. For guidance as to how to assess the impact of
proposals on landscape generally applicants should refer to the Landscape SPG, which sets
out the process for undertaking a LANDMAP-based assessment.
Step 4 Planning application process
6.1.26 The application submitted to the LPA should be accompanied by a Design and
Access Statement, where required, or a Planning Statement, which will provide evidence of
how the RHL has been taken into account in the development proposal. Where the
application involves other heritage assets i.e. applications for listed building consent or
conservation area consent, a Heritage Impact Statement will be required. The LPA, in
consultation with Cadw or CPAT will advise of any additional information requirements at the
pre-application stage should also be submitted. Examples of additional information may
include zones of theoretical visibility or photomontages. EIA and ASIDOHL2 (see Appendix
4) may also be requested.
6.1.27 Where applications are not accompanied by sufficient information to determine the
acceptability of the development against the adopted planning policies and guidance,
planning permission may be refused.
6.1.28 RHLs must be taken into account when considering the implications of developments
which meet the criteria for EIA, or if on call in, in the opinion of the Welsh Ministers, the
development is of a sufficient scale to have more than a local impact on the historic
landscape. The LPA must consult with Cadw on development within a RHL that requires an
EIA.
6.1.29 The need to protect RHLs is also a material planning consideration in other cases,
where EIA is not required, as Policy SP7 applies to all development and safeguards RHLs
as a historic asset. Where development does not require EIA, the LPA will consult with
CPAT who will advise on the impact on the RHL.
6.1.30 In determining planning applications, the LPA will balance the benefits of the
proposed development against the harm to the assets. In assessing the significance of the
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key characteristics that are to be harmed by development, the LPA’s assessment will need
to be proportionate to the importance of the assets and impact of the development on them.
6.1.31 It is important to understand that developments that are inappropriate and insensitive
to the historic characteristics of the RHL will impact on the understanding and appreciation of
the historical development of the area. The aim should be to ensure the integrity and
coherence of the RHLs are maintained.
6.1.32 CPAT may raise objections to the principle of development in areas of the RHL that
are of significant archaeological interest, or may advise on the need for archaeological
works, such as preservation, excavation or recording (see Archaeology SPG). CPAT may
also bring assets of potential national importance to the attention of Cadw to assess for
designation.
6.1.33 Applications that fail to demonstrate that the impact on the historic character of the
RHL is acceptable may be refused under LDP policies SP7 and DM4, and also in line with
national policy and guidance and the guidance contained within this SPG. This means that
any identified adverse impacts that cannot be satisfactorily addressed through mitigation, or
are not outweighed by other issues, will be deemed unacceptable and planning permission
may be refused.
6.2

Registered Historic Parks and Gardens (RHPG)

6.2.1 All development proposals within Registered Historic Parks and Gardens and their
settings will need to consider the impact that the development would have on the historic
character of these areas and their settings.
6.2.2 Applicants may find it helpful to refer to Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change
Historic Parks and Gardens in Wales, which sets out the general principles to follow when
considering changes that may impact on registered historic parks and gardens.
6.2.3 The following guidance sets out the basic steps that should be followed for all
proposals in or adjacent to Registered Historic Parks or Gardens at the pre-application
stage. This should enable applicants to demonstrate, as part of their planning application,
how they have taken into account the impact of development on a registered historic park or
garden, in order to comply with planning policy.
Step 1 Identifying significance
6.2.4 Applicants should, firstly identify whether the site for their proposal lies within or near
to a RHPG. The information sources set out in Section 4 can be used to confirm whether
the site is within a RHPG or within its setting. When deciding on whether the development of
a site outside of the RHPG may impact on the setting of the RHPG, consideration should be
given not only to the proximity to the boundary of the RHPG but also to whether the
development would impact on any views of, from or across the RHPG.
6.2.5 Where a development proposal is located within a RHPG or could impact on the
setting of a RHPG, applicants should refer to the entry for the relevant RHPG contained on
the Register as a starting point to their research. Cof Cymru will provide a short description
of the registered park or garden, however it will not include the full register entry, which can
be requested from Cadw. The entry provides the reason for designating the site as a RHPG
and provides a map showing its boundaries and identifying significant views. The entry will
also provide information relating to the site’s history and development and a description of
the site at the time of registration.
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6.2.6 Further background research will be necessary in relation to the specific RHPG that
the application relates to. Section 2.1 of Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change to
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens in Wales provides information on finding out about
your RHPG and on sources of information that can be used in order to understand the
significance of the RHPG before any changes are made.
6.2.7 Having undertaken this background research, applicants should undertake a site visit
in order to apply the findings of the background research to their specific park or garden.
This will help to understand the location of the proposed development within the RHPG and
within the surroundings of the RHPG. This will identify whether there any historic features or
characteristics visible on or from the site that may be impacted upon by the development. It
will also identify whether the development would impact on any of the mapped significant
views from within and outside the RHPG.
6.2.8 Applicants should use the detailed information on the register entry and other
background research, together with their site observations, in order to identify the main
features and characteristics of the site and the surrounding park or garden that may be
affected by the proposal. Applicants should cross-reference the results of their site visit with
the information obtained from the register entry and other background research in order to
identify the value of any elements and characteristics found on or near the site.
6.2.9 Reference to a feature or characteristic on the register entry or within other relevant
documents will indicate that the feature or characteristic is of significance in terms of its
contribution towards the historic character of the RHPG. Examples of key features of
RHPGs are provided in section 2.3 of the Cadw guidance. Early consultation with the LPA
and Cadw at the pre-application stage will help identify features and characteristics that may
be deemed to be important to individual RHPGs. Cadw’s Conservation Principles should
also be referred to when assessing significance.
6.2.10 As encouraged in Cadw’s guidance, the outcome of the process of identifying
significance can be recorded in a Statement of Significance, which can be included as part
of a Heritage Impact Statement or within a Design and Access Statement, where these are
required, or in other cases, in a Planning Statement.
6.2.11 Applicants should refer to para. 1.6 of the Cadw guidance on Managing Change to
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens for a summary of other considerations, such as
considerations relating to listed buildings and scheduled monuments and other planningrelated considerations.
6.2.12 Figure 3 summarises the above guidance into a set of questions that can be used
when considering whether a development is likely to impact on the significance of an RHPG.
Further guidance on assessing this impact is provided under Step 3.
Figure 3

Key questions in relation to step 1 for RHPG

Is the site located within a RHPG?
Is the site located near a RHPG? (i.e. within the setting of a RHPG).
Is it likely that the development would impact on significant views of, from or across
the RHPG?
Are there any historic features or characteristics associated with the RHPG within or
adjacent to the site that the development could impact upon?
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Step 2 Designing proposed changes
6.2.13 Once the important features and characteristics of the park or garden, or its setting,
have been identified in step 1, consideration can then be given to how (or if) the
development proposal can be sited and designed so that it is appropriate and sensitive to
the character of the historic park or garden and its setting.
6.2.14 All new development and improvements to existing structures and buildings should
respect the features, historical significance and condition of the RHPG, and should be of a
high design standard. Factors that may assist with designing an appropriate development
within a Registered Historic Park or Garden, or its setting, may include (but are not limited
to):














Retaining the historic layout of the park or garden.
Retaining existing historic routes through the park or garden.
Avoiding the creation of additional routes, which subdivide the space or alter the historic
layout.
Retaining historic buildings or structures, which reflect the function of the park or garden.
Retaining historic boundary features, such as walls, hedgerows and railings.
Avoiding creation of new permanent boundaries that would alter the historic layout.
Opening up significant views to enhance the character of the site.
Avoiding development that would impact on or obscure significant views within or out of
the historic park of garden.
Avoiding damage to the fabric of any buildings or structures within the site.
Retaining historic natural or artificial water features, such as lakes, ponds, waterfalls and
fountains.
Retaining planted elements, such as parkland trees, tree-lined avenues and woodlands.
Avoiding adverse impacts on elements of the setting, including visual and sensory
aspects of the setting.
Taking into account the archaeological importance of any above-ground structures and
potential for below ground archaeology.

For guidance on good practice management, see section 2.3 of Cadw’s guidance on
Managing Change to Registered Historic Parks and Gardens in Wales.
Step 3 Assessing the impact of development
6.2.15 The impact of the development on the character of a registered historic park or
garden and on its important features and characteristics will need to be assessed. Where
the proposal would involve the removal of key features of the RHPG or alteration to it’s
character, the contribution these elements make to the RHPG will need to be assessed. The
impact of proposals on the setting of the registered historic park or garden will also need to
be assessed.
6.2.16 This assessment should consider direct physical impacts on the important historic
features and characteristics, for instance through alteration or demolition. Indirect impacts
should also be considered, such as the visual impact on viewpoints to, from and across the
RHPG. Developments may have the potential to interrupt or obstruct these views and
connections. Further guidance on considerations relating to setting is provided in Cadw’s
guidance on Setting of Historic Assets.
6.2.17 The results of the assessment may lead to a review of the siting or design of the
development to address identified impacts. Consideration should be given to the scope for
mitigating any adverse impacts on the character of the RHPG, such as through sensitive
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design, and opportunities for enhancements, for instance by removing incompatible features
of the park or garden.
6.2.18 Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change to Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
strongly recommends the use of a Heritage Impact Assessment process to find the best way
to accommodate changes to a RHPG (see Cadw guidance on HIA). This SPG encourages
applicants who are not using the HIA process to use either the Design and Access
Statement, where required, or, in other cases, a Planning Statement to explain how the
proposal has taken into account the significance of the RHPG and it’s features and
characteristics. Planning Statements should provide a basic informal assessment of the
impact of the proposal on the character of the RHPG. The different types of assessments
involved are summarised in Appendix 4.
Step 4 Planning application process
6.2.19 The application submitted to the LPA should be accompanied by an optional HIS, a
Design and Access Statement, where required, or otherwise a Planning Statement. The
LPA, in consultation with Cadw, may request additional information, which may involve the
need for a Heritage Impact Statement, and will advise of this at pre-application stage. The
LPA will consider it reasonable to request a Heritage Impact Statement where the proposed
development is likely to have a significant impact on a registered historic park and garden or
it setting.
6.2.20 Where applications are not accompanied by sufficient information to determine the
acceptability of the development against the adopted planning policies and guidance,
planning permission may be refused.
6.2.21 The LPA must consult with Cadw on planning applications that are likely to affect the
site of a RHPG or its setting. The LPA may also consult with the Welsh Historic Gardens
Trust.
6.2.22 In determining planning applications, the LPA will balance the benefits of the
proposed development against the harm to the assets. In assessing the significance of the
key characteristics that are to be harmed by the development, the LPA’s assessment will
need to be proportionate to the important of the assets and impact of the development on
them.
6.2.23 Applications that fail to demonstrate that the impact on the character of the RHPG or
its setting, is acceptable may be refused under LDP policy SP7, and also in line with national
policy and guidance and the guidance contained within this SPG. This means that any
identified adverse impacts that cannot be satisfactorily addressed through mitigation, or are
not outweighed by other issues, will be deemed unacceptable and planning permission may
be refused.
6.3

Listed Buildings (LB)

6.3.1 All proposed works to a LB, or development within the curtilage of a LB, or located
within the surroundings of a LB, will need to consider the impact that the development would
have on the special architectural or historic interest of the LB and its setting.
6.3.2 Applicants may find it helpful to refer to Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change to
Listed Buildings in Wales, which sets out the general principles to follow when considering
changes that may impact on a listed building.
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6.3.3 The following guidance sets out the basic steps that should be followed for all
proposals to listed buildings, or proposals that may affect the setting of listed buildings, at
the pre-application stage. This should enable applicants to demonstrate, as part of their
application for listed building consent and/or planning application, how they have taken into
account the impact of works and development on a listed building and its setting, in order to
comply with planning policy.
Step 1 Identifying significance
6.3.4 Applicants should, firstly identify whether the building is a LB or is within the curtilage
of a LB, or whether it is located near a LB. The information sources set out in Section 4,
particularly Cof Cymru, can be used to confirm whether the proposal involves works to a
listed building or within its curtilage, or whether there are any listed buildings nearby that
may be impacted upon by the proposal. When deciding on whether the development of a
site outside of the curtilage of a LB may impact on the setting of the LB, consideration should
be given not only to the proximity to the boundary of the curtilage of the LB, but also to
whether the development would impact on any views of or from the LB or its curtilage.
6.3.5 Where a proposal relates to a listed building, is located within the curtilage of a listed
building, or could impact on the setting of a LB, applicants should refer to the list description
for the relevant LB as a starting point for their research. The list description can be
accessed by searching Cof Cymru for the relevant LB and selecting the ‘details’ button.
6.3.6 The list description states the name of the LB, its grading (I, II* or II), and its broad
class. It provides a brief history of the LB and descriptions of its exterior and interior, and
gives a reason for why the building was listed. Sometimes buildings are listed for their group
value with other buildings nearby. It should be noted that the list description is aimed at
identifying the property, and may not detail all of the special features of the LB, for instance it
may not always provide detail as to the interior of the building and may not identify all
curtilage buildings or structures.
6.3.7 Further background research is, therefore, encouraged in order to fully understand
the significance of the LB and that of its historic or architectural features. Cadw’s guidance
suggests that further information may be available from the National Monuments Records for
Wales, the Historic Environment Record and local County Archives (see section 4 for details
on access to these information sources). The LPA will also hold records of planning history
which will help to recognise and understand recent changes. Information may also be
available in historical documents, maps and old photographs of the building.
6.3.8 Having undertaken this background research, applicants should undertake a site visit
in order to apply the findings of the background research to their specific LB. This will help
to understand the location of the proposal in relation to the building and its surroundings.
This will identify whether there are any historic or architectural features or characteristics of
the building that may be impacted upon by the proposal. It will also identify whether
development would impact on any views to and from the LB.
6.3.9 Applicants should use the detailed information on the list description and other
background research, together with their site observations, in order to identify the features or
surroundings of the LB that may be affected by the proposal. Applicants should crossreference the results of their site visit with the information obtained from the listing
description and other background research in order to identify the value of any elements and
characteristics found on or near the site.
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6.3.8 Applicants should bear in mind that the whole of the building, its fixtures and curtilage
structures, are listed. However, some features may be more significant than others, and this
judgement will depend on the contribution that the feature makes to the special architectural
or historic interest of the LB. Features dating from the same period as the building was
originally built are likely to be integral to its interest. However, some buildings may have
been altered over different historical periods and therefore may reflect different ages and
fashions, which is important in showing how the building has evolved through time. There
may also be previous changes that were not carried out in a sympathetic manner.
6.3.9 Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change to Listed Buildings provides further
guidance on understanding detailed aspects of listed buildings, including setting, form and
layout, materials, details, and interiors (section 2.1 to 2.5). It also provides guidance on
matters relating to the structure, condition and performance of listed buildings (section 3). It
is important that these matters are understood before making changes to the LB. Cadw’s
Conservation Principles should also be referred to when assessing significance.
6.3.10 For developments that are likely to impact on the setting of a LB, consideration will
need to given to the contribution that the setting makes to the significance of the LB. The
setting may have physical, functional or aesthetic connections with the LB and, where there
is a strong relationship, the setting is likely to be important to the special historic or
architectural interest of the building. Further guidance on matters relating to setting can be
found in Cadw’s Setting of Historic Assets in Wales.
6.3.11 Where the proposal involves works to a LB that require listed building consent, the
outcome of the process of identifying significance will need to be recorded in a Statement of
Significance, which will be included as part of a Heritage Impact Statement. Guidance on
preparing a statement of significance can be found in Cadw’s guidance on Heritage Impact
Assessments (section 4.2). In other cases, this may be recorded in a Design and Access
Statement, where required, or otherwise within a Planning Statement.
6.3.12 Figure 4 summarises the above guidance into a set of questions that can be used
when considering whether a development is likely to impact on the significance of a LB
Further guidance on assessing this impact is provided under Step 3.
Figure 4

Key questions in relation to step 1 for LB

Does the site contain any LBs or any buildings or features within the curtilage of a
listed building?
Is the site located near a LB? (i.e. within the setting of a LB).
Is it likely that the development would be visible from a LB?
Is it likely that the development would be seen together with the LB from the same
view?
Are there any historic or architectural features or characteristics associated with the
LB that the proposed works could impact upon?

Step 2 Designing proposed changes
6.3.13 Once the significance of the building, its features, curtilage and setting has been
identified in step 1, consideration can then be given to how (or if) the proposed works or
development can be planned and designed in a way that is appropriate to its significance.
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6.3.14 All works to LBs and within their settings should respect the historical and
architectural significance of the LB, and should be of a high quality design. The following
principles are likely to be relevant to works or development that may affect a LB or it setting:








Avoid or minimise the loss of historic fabric and carry out sympathetic repairs and
restoration.
Retain architectural or historic features, such as chimneys.
Retain historical layout and original internal walls of the building.
Locate modern additions on inconspicuous elevations or roof valleys.
Avoid large or inappropriate extensions.
Retain or re-use the building for sustainable uses.
Carefully locate developments so as not to interrupt significant views of or from the
building.

6.3.15 For guidance on the approach to take towards different types of works to listed
buildings, see section 4 of Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change to Listed Buildings.
This covers works including maintenance, repairs, renewal, restoration, reconstruction, new
work or alteration, demolition, change of use, energy efficiency measures, accessibility,
cleaning, documenting and recording. This also provides advice in respect of each type of
work regarding the need for listed building consent.
Step 3 Assessing the impact of development
6.3.16 The impact of works or development on the significance of the LB will need to be
assessed. Where the proposal would involve alterations to the character of a LB or the
removal of important features of the LB, the contribution these elements make to the
significance of the LB will need to be assessed. The impact of proposals on the setting of
LBs will also need to be assessed.
6.3.17 For works to a LB, this assessment will need to take the form of a Heritage Impact
Assessment. The results of the Heritage Impact Assessment process will need to be
summarised in a Heritage Impact Statement, which is required to be submitted with all
applications for listed building consent. Further guidance on this assessment process can
be found in Cadw’s guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments.
6.3.18 For developments that do not require listed building consent, but may impact on the
setting of a LB, applicants are encouraged to use the Heritage Impact Assessment process
to assess the impact of their proposals. This SPG encourages applicants who are not using
the HIA process to use either the Design and Access Statement, where required, or, in other
cases, a Planning Statement to explain how the proposal has taken into account the
importance of the setting to the significance of the LB. Planning Statements should provide
a basic informal assessment of the impact of the proposal on the setting of the LB. The
different types of assessments involved are summarised in Appendix 4. Further guidance on
considerations relating to setting is provided in Cadw’s best-practice guidance Setting of
Historic Assets in Wales.
6.3.19 The results of the assessment may lead to a review of the siting or design of the
works or development to address identified impacts. Consideration should be given to the
scope for mitigating any adverse impacts on the significance of the LB and its setting, such
as through sensitive design and opportunities for enhancements.
Step 4 Planning application process
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6.3.20 Applications for listed building consent will need to be accompanied by a Heritage
Impact Statement. Other applications for planning permission that may impact on the LB
and its setting may need to be accompanied by a Design and Access Statement, where
required, or in other cases a Planning Statement. Applications for listed building consent
also require details of the works, which may involve the need for a schedule of works. A
checklist of supporting documents for applications for listed building consent is provided in
the Annexe to the Cadw guidance Managing Change to Listed Buildings. By carrying out
pre-application with the LPA, applicants will be informed of any additional information
requirements at an early stage. The LPA may also request additional information, where
necessary, at the planning application stage.
6.3.21 Where applications are not accompanied by sufficient information to determine the
acceptability of the works or development against the adopted planning policies and
guidance, listed building consent or planning permission may be refused.
6.3.22 Where a proposal requires both listed building consent and planning permission, for
instance a conversion of a listed building, the planning application and application for listed
building consent should be submitted at the same time in order that the proposals can be
assessed concurrently. This will allow a fuller understanding of the proposal in order to
assess the overall scheme.
6.3.23 Local planning authorities have a statutory duty to have special regard to the
desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or
historic interest which it possesses. For any proposal affecting a listed building or its setting,
the statutory requirement is the primary material consideration.
6.3.24 The Council’s Built Heritage Conservation Officer will be consulted on all applications
for listed building consent, and on any other planning applications that may impact on the
setting of a listed building. Certain proposals may require the involvement of other Council
services, including the County Ecologist and Building Control. This coordination is
necessary to identify solutions to enable differing requirements to be met. Early preapplication consultation with the relevant Council services will also help to identify the likely
requirements and solutions.
6.3.25 The Council’s Built Heritage Conservation Officer will provide an assessment of the
impact of the proposal on the LB or its setting to the Planning Officer. For works that involve
demolition of a LB or part of a LB, the LPA is required to consult with the RCAHMW and the
national amenity societies (these are listed in Appendix 5). Any consultation responses
received will be taken into account in determining the planning application.
6.3.26 Where the LPA proposes to grant listed building consent, it must notify Cadw of the
application, and Cadw then have 28 days whether to recommend call-in of the application to
the Welsh Ministers, or whether to allow the LPA to proceed to determine the application.
6.3.27 Full details of the requirements and procedures relating to listed building policy and
legislation are given in TAN24. Detailed guidance on the listed building consent process is
also provided in Section 5 of Cadw’s guidance on Managing Change to Listed Buildings.
6.3.28 Applications that fail to demonstrate that the impact on the special architectural and
historical interest of the LB and its setting, is acceptable may be refused under policy SP7,
and also in line with national policy and guidance and the guidance contained within this
SPG. This means that any identified adverse impacts that cannot be satisfactorily
addressed through mitigation, or are not outweighed by other issues, will be deemed
unacceptable and listed building consent/planning permission may be refused.
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6.4

Development associated with the Montgomery Canal

NOTE: To comply with the requirements of the Conservation or Habitat and Species
Regulations 2017, a Habitat Regulations Assessment of development proposals will be
required to be undertaken to ensure there is no adverse effect on the integrity of the Special
Area of Conservation. The SAC designation affects the full length of the canal in Wales.
6.4.1 Powys LDP Policy TD3 is relevant to all development that would impact on the
Montgomery Canal. The policy supports the sensitive restoration of the Montgomery Canal
and appropriate canal-related development, and requires development to preserve and
enhance the multi-functional role of the canal. The Policy protects the conservation
designations associated with the canal and aims to prevent development that would
adversely affect those designated features or prejudice the sensitive restoration of the canal.
The following guidance on the implementation of this policy focuses primarily on the aspects
relating to the historic environment.
6.4.2 Policy TD3 and the guidance within this SPG will apply to any developments either
on or adjacent to the canal that would impact on the conservation designations, the
restoration of the canal or on any historic assets or their settings. The presence of the
nature conservation designations, and the need to safeguard route of the canal and the
historic assets associated with it, will be a material consideration when dealing with
applications that may impact on the canal and it’s historic environment.
6.4.3 The guidance here focuses on providing advice regarding canal-related issues. It
should be noted that proposals to listed buildings along the canal or affecting their setting, or
any other types of historic assets that may coincide with the canal, will also need to comply
with LDP policy SP7 and the detailed guidance elsewhere in this SPG or in separate SPG.
6.4.4 Any proposed development either on or adjacent to the route of the Montgomery
Canal, as shown on the LDP’s proposal maps, will need to consider its possible impacts on
the on the nature conservation and historic designations, including the effects it will have on
the character and appearance of the canal, the historic assets associated with it and their
settings.
6.4.5 There are sections of the canal that are not currently navigable, however these are
planned to be restored in the future. Developments on or adjacent to these non-navigable
sections will, therefore, need to demonstrate that the proposal would neither adversely
impact the conservation designations nor prejudice the sensitive restoration of these
sections of the canal. Where development is proposed along these sections, it should be
designed to ensure that sufficient space is retained to enable restoration of the canal.
Development that would obstruct the safeguarded route of the canal will not be permitted.
6.4.6 The setting of the canal is important to how it is experienced and appreciated by
users of the canal and its towpath. It will, therefore, be important to ensure that development
adjacent to the canal responds to the character and appearance of the canal. It will also be
important to preserve the canal corridor by providing a buffer between the development and
the canal. In addition to canal-side development, development within the wider landscape
setting of the canal may also impact on the character of the setting. The setting and
landscape surroundings of the canal have, in the past, been affected by inappropriate
modern development and use of inappropriate boundary treatments.
6.4.7 Where development may impact on the canal, it’s setting, or parts of it that may be
restored, additional information should be submitted with the planning application to explain
how the canal has been taken into account in the design and layout of the development, and
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to show how the development will relate to the canal. It is recommended that this
information is set out within a Heritage Impact Statement or Design and Access Statement
(where these are required) or, otherwise, this information should be included in a Planning
Statement.
6.4.8 Certain types of development will be inherently related to the canal and it’s operation,
such as moorings, boat services and facilities, and canal side visitor services and
accommodation. The location of such developments in close proximity to the canal is
justified and they will be supported providing that they respect historic and natural
environment designations and comply with the relevant policies and guidance in this respect.
6.4.9 As emphasised in previous sections of this SPG, it is important to understand the
significance of any historic assets in order to inform the design of any development
proposals. The Montgomery Canal Partnership’s Conservation Management Strategy
provides a statement of value of the landscape heritage and built heritage of the canal (see
part 3 of the Strategy). Reference to this will help to understand the contribution that any
particular features or characteristics make to the significance of the canal and its setting.
6.4.10 The information contained within the strategy relating to landscape heritage refers to
the historic landscape characterisation work undertaken in respect of the canal and identifies
27 historic landscape character areas. A brief description of each area and the main
historical and archaeological interests of these areas are provided in Table 3.1 of the
strategy. It also sets out key national archaeological and landscape principles.
6.4.11 The information contained within the strategy relating to built heritage provides a
description of the different elements and historical connections of the canal and that of the
wider corridor. It also provides key built heritage conservation principles and how these will
be implemented locally, along with management proposals to deliver these principles. This
includes management proposals in respect of local distinctiveness, which identify the
following aspects of the built heritage that are of particular importance to be safeguarded:
• George Buck paddlegear. Working examples remain at Carreghofa.
• Curved cast iron gates. The last pair on the canal were removed from Welshpool Town
Lock and are now at the Stoke Bruerne Museum. It is proposed to relocate them back to
Welshpool.
• Fish-bellied cast iron beamed bridges, as exemplified by Pentreheylin Bridge.
• Rural stone-pitched wharves such as Crickheath.
• Nineteenth century corrugated iron and timber sheds.
• Small structures such as crane bases and iron hoops included in the Heritage register.
• Cast iron and stone boundary markers.
• The larger buildings recorded within the Heritage Register.
(MCP Conservation Management Strategy, 2005, para. 7.2.3)
6.4.12 Guidance on identifying significance of designated historic assets, such as listed
buildings, is set out earlier in this section. Guidance on Conservation Areas and Scheduled
Monuments is provided in separate SPG. The Historic Environment Record may also
contain information relating to the buildings, structures or archaeology of the canal. Further
guidance on the use of the HER is provided in Section 7 of this guidance.
6.4.13 The following key design considerations will apply to developments on or adjacent to
the Montgomery Canal (including the sections of the canal that are yet to be restored):


Addressing the requirements of the nature conservation designations to avoid
adverse impacts.
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Avoiding or minimising loss of historic fabric and carry out sympathetic repairs and
restoration.
Using local materials, for instance brick and slate roofing, or stone and half-timbered
housing, where appropriate.
Avoiding demolition of buildings or structures that are important to the character of
the canal, unless justified.
Sustainable re-use of redundant buildings for viable uses that are compatible with the
use of the canal.
Designing new development in a contemporary manner to provide a contrast to
historic development.
Respecting the scale and density of surrounding traditional buildings.
Sensitive siting of buildings in relation to the canal, paying attention to appropriate set
backs and orientation of buildings towards the canal.
Landscaping and screening using appropriate local native species.
Appropriate boundary treatments of development along the canal (native hedgerows
are encouraged, however brick walls or metal rail estate fencing will be permitted,
where appropriate).
Hardsurfacing of paths or car parks with local stone or other materials typical of the
area.
Opening up and enhancing views of and outward from the canal corridor from the
development, where appropriate.
Improving access along and across the canal corridor, where appropriate.
Enhancing recreational opportunities of the waterway by providing a waterside
pedestrian and cycling route that is accessible to all and connects to other key
pedestrian and cycling routes in the local area, where appropriate.
Ensuring the structural integrity of the canal corridor is not harmed.
Taking into account known or potential for archaeological remains and associated
investigation and recording requirements (see Archaeology SPG).

By taking these considerations into account in designing new development, this will ensure
the character of the canal is retained and a positive relationship between the development
and the canal.
6.4.14 It is recommended that applicants who are planning development on or adjacent to
the canal should carry out pre-application discussion with the LPA on any proposals, in order
to establish the information requirements and to identify any particular issues that will need
to be addressed. It should be noted that the LPA is required to consult with the Canal &
River Trust on any planning applications likely to affect any inland waterway owned or
managed by the Canal & River Trust.
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Figure 5

Planning application and decision process

PLANNING APPLICATION AND/OR OTHER RELEVANT APPLICATION SUBMITTED
WITH SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Does the application include sufficient information to enable the impact of the
development on historic assets and their settings to be assessed?
If the answer is YES, continue to assess the application (as follows)
If NO, request further information and, if not submitted, refuse the application on the grounds
of insufficient information

Does the proposal impact on the significance of the historic asset or its setting?
If the answer is YES, continue to assess the application (as follows)
If the answer is NO, proceed to determine the application

Can any adverse impact identified be avoided or adequately mitigated?
If the answer is YES, request amended plans and/or details of mitigation before proceeding
to determine the application
If the answer is NO, consider refusal of the planning application taking into account the
significance of the adverse impacts identified balanced against the benefits of the proposal,
together with any other material planning considerations

DETERMINE THE APPLICATION
Under relevant planning policies and based on judgement informed by evidence relating to
the significance of the historic asset and its setting AND informed by consultation responses
received, particularly the Built Heritage Conservation Officer and Cadw (where they are a
statutory consultee), and CPAT where it relates to a non-designated historic asset on the
Historic Environment Record (see section 7)
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7.0

Using the Historic Environment Record

7.0.1 This section provides guidance on the use of the Historic Environment Record (HER)
by applicants to research the historic interest of a proposed development site. It provides
instructions on how to access and use data on historic assets and features, specifically
those recorded on the HER. It also provides guidance on how the HER will be used to
inform decision-making on planning applications.
7.0.2 The HER provides detailed information about the historic environment of the area. At
the time of writing, the HER for the Clwyd-Powys area contains a total of almost 370,000
records (this figure also includes records for the authority areas of Flintshire, Denbighshire
and part of Conwy). This figure consists of 95,647 core records, 52,232 event records and
221,267 photographic records. Core records relate to historic assets, whilst event records
relate to historic or archaeological investigations. The HER comprises of a digital database
and paper archive information about sites and projects of archaeological and historical
interest in the Clwyd-Powys area. The HER, therefore, provides the most comprehensive
record of data relating to the historic environment, and is particularly useful when
considering the impact of development on historic assets, including archaeology.
7.0.3 Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust (CPAT) are also responsible for compiling and
maintaining the statutory Historic Environment Record (HER) on behalf of Welsh Ministers,
under the terms of the 2016 Historic Environment (Wales) Act, in respect of the Powys LDP
area – this statutory record is available through the Archwilio website. The statutory HER
also provides access to records of scheduled monuments, listed buildings, conservation
areas, world heritage sites, registered parks and gardens, registered historic landscapes, the
historic landscape aspect layer of LANDMAP, historic place names, historic battlefields and
maritime data. Applicants should follow the instructions below, which explain how to access
and use the HER when planning development.
7.0.4 Applicants should also be aware that CPAT hold significant additional information
that will not necessarily appear in the on-line HER, and it is strongly recommended that
where historic environment issues are seen as relevant to development progress, from online enquiries, advice should be sought from CPAT at the pre-application stage. This may
significantly improve the passage of an application.

7.1

Instructions on accessing and using the HER

7.1.1 Online access to the digital database of the statutory Historic Environment Record is
provided through the Archwilio website, which can be accessed directly or via CPAT’s
website - https://cpat.org.uk/curatorial-services/historic-environment-record/. Archwilio is a
map-based facility, which enables users to search the digital database of the HER. Access
to Archwilio can also be arranged at CPAT’s offices by appointment with CPAT’s HER
Officer (Tel. 01938 553 670).
7.1.2 Users must firstly accept the conditions of use and then select the relevant unitary
authority on the front page of Archwilio in order to proceed to the HER itself. Users in the
Powys LDP area should select Powys either on the map or in the drop down box at the
bottom of the page. The map that appears will show the boundaries of the authority’s area
in red. Users can zoom in or out on the map using their mouse or the buttons in the top right
hand corner of the screen, which will help to locate the development site. Users can also
choose between different map formats – the road map, ordnance survey map or aerial maps
are likely to be the most useful maps to use to identify the location of a site.
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7.1.3 Users can select which layers to add to the map by ticking the relevant boxes on the
left hand side of the map, for instance to show the location of historic landscapes, park and
garden or listed buildings, amongst other designations. The layers also include information
on battlefields, maritime, historic place names and photographs. The HER can also be
searched by using the facility on the left side of the page, which can be searched by unitary
authority or community, and also by period (from prehistoric to modern), or alternatively by
using a search term. There is also the option to only search in the map view.
7.1.4 It is recommended that users firstly zoom into the area of the development site.
Users should then use the search facility on the left hand side and select the ‘search only in
the map view’ box before clicking the ‘search’ button. Applicants should also zoom out and
then re-select the ‘search only in the in map view’ box in order to check for any other records
in the area that may be relevant. It should be noted that certain layers may only be visible at
a certain scale – a message will normally appear explaining that the layer can only be
viewed at a certain map view width.
7.1.5 The results of this search will appear on the map as red dots (for core data) and
green boxes (for event data). By clicking on the dots or boxes, or any of the other icons, the
name of the record will appear and by clicking on the record, a new window will open with
details of the record. The record for core data contains information on the type of feature,
which will indicate its period, use or function, along with a description of the feature, which
may include information on the overall condition of feature. The record for events data
contains information on the event type, i.e. excavation, and a summary of the event, along
with a description of the event. Both types of records also set out sources of information
relating to the record, including relevant literature, CPAT site visit records and other
archives, and any corresponding core or event data relating to the site. Photographic
records also appear in a new window and include a description of what the photograph is
showing.
7.1.6 It should be noted that the dot, box or icon shown on the HER map only provides an
indication of the location of a particular asset or event. Many of the points on the map relate
to large and complex sites that may spread over hundreds of metres and it is therefore not
always possible to gain an idea of the extent of sites from Archwilio. It is also not possible to
identify the settings of assets from the HER map. Pre-application enquiries with CPAT will
be necessary as they will have access to further information showing the extent of the asset
or event and its boundaries and can advise on matters relating to setting.
7.1.7 The HER also links to other external sources. For instance, in respect of historic
place names, the HER links to the Royal Commission’s website for the List of Historic Place
Names, which shows the location of the historic place name on a historic map and notes the
period when the name was recoded. The names of other places within 1km and within the
parish, together with other occurrences of this name, are also listed. The HER also links to
the Royal Commission’s Inventory of Historic Battlefields, which provides details of the key
people associated with the battle, period, archaeological remains, along with an overview of
the history of the battle, and a bibliography to enable users to undertake further research.
7.1.8 The HER contains a variety of different types of information, such as information on
designations, research, publications, fieldwork, recording, unexpected archaeological
discoveries, community projects and chance finds by members of the public. Some of the
records will be based on professional archaeological investigations that have been
undertaken as part of a development project. It is important that this information is submitted
to the HER to provide a record of the work undertaken, to ensure that the HER contains upto-date information and to inform future development proposals. This will be a requirement
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of planning conditions relating to archaeological work (see Archaeology SPG). Guidance on
the submission of this data is available on CPAT’s website - https://cpat.org.uk/docs/HERDocs/Guidance%20for%20the%20Submission%20of%20Data%20to%20Welsh%20HERs%
20V1%20%28EN%29.pdf.
7.1.9 Applicants should use the HER as a starting point for their research into the historic
or archaeological potential of their development site and its surroundings. However,
applicants should not rely solely on the information available via Archwilio as the information
shown may not provide a sufficient level of detail to research development sites and their
surroundings. The full HER is supported by a paper archive containing supporting
information, such as estate maps, tithe surveys, published book and journal articles, and
photographs that have not been digitised. There may also be records of sites that have not
yet been digitised, which means that there may still be potential for historic or archaeological
interest where there are no dots, boxes or icons on the HER map. Further information of this
kind is likely to be necessary to inform the research needed when planning a development
that may impact on the historic environment.
7.1.10 Further information should be sought directly from the HER Officer of CPAT using the
HER enquiry form available on CPAT’s website - https://cpat.org.uk/curatorialservices/historic-environment-record/#page-content. The staff at CPAT have expert
knowledge and experience to assist applicants with accessing and evaluating records that
are relevant to their site. CPAT’s Development Control Officer will also be able to respond to
planning-related enquiring, providing advice on understanding the information contained on
the Register, particularly on interpreting specialist information, and advising on its relevance
to the development proposal. Research at pre-application stage should be undertaken in
consultation with CPAT to ensure that development proposals are informed by sufficient
information and that this information is ready for submission to the LPA as part of a planning
application.
7.1.11 It should be noted that, in some instances, CPAT may request a more formal search
to be undertaken of the HER, perhaps as part of a desk-based assessment undertaken by
an archaeological contractor. This would involve an application to CPAT to ask for a
structured response comprising various data sets for interpretation by the archaeological
contractor, and on submission to CPAT, interpretation by their development control officers.
This formal HER search would involve a fee payable to CPAT based on an hourly rate of
£60. Further guidance on the desk-based assessment process is provided in the
Archaeology SPG.
7.1.12 The steps involved in accessing and using the HER are summarised in Figure 4 6
below.
Figure 6

Summary of instructions for accessing and using the HER

1.

Access the HER using Archwilio.

2.

Read and accept the conditions of use.

3.

Select the relevant unitary authority area - Powys.

4.

Select format of the map required.

5.

Add layers to show historic environment designations and other records.

6.

Zoom into the relevant area to identify the location of the development site.

7.

Select the ‘search only in the map view’ option and then the ‘search’ button.
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8.

Select the red dots, green boxes or other icons on or near the site.

9.

Read the records for any relevant historic assets or events.

10.

Contact CPAT for further information and for advice on interpretation.

11.

CPAT to advise on relevance of the information to the development proposal.

7.2

Use of the HER for making planning decisions

Local Planning Authorities should take account of the information held in the historic
environment records in the determination of planning applications.
7.2.1 This requirement to take into account the HER in making planning decisions is
contained in the Statutory Guidance: Historic Environment Records in Wales: Compilation
and Use. It is explained in the guidance that:
The HER is a key source of information that should be used to support the planning process,
including the determination of planning applications.
It goes on to say that:
The information held on the HER supports a proper consideration of the impact of a proposal
on the historic environment, including advice on schemes to avoid or mitigate any adverse
impacts.
Planning Policy Wales also explains that the records must be used as a key source of
information in making planning decisions affecting the historic environment.
7.2.2 The HER is designed to fulfil a wide variety of functions, but, in the context of this
SPG, it is to be used to inform development management decisions on planning
applications. The HER supports the planning application process in a number of ways.
7.2.3 The HER can be used to access the following information on statutory and nonstatutory historic environment designations that may be impacted on directly, or indirectly on
their setting, by development:







Listed Building - links to Cadw’s full report of the listing, which includes a summary of
the description of the listed building, its location and description.
Scheduled Monuments – links to Cadw’s full report of the scheduling, which includes
a summary of the description, its location and description.
Conservation Areas – provides basic information showing the boundaries or the area,
the name of the Conservation Area and date of designation. However, where
Conservation Area Character Appraisals and Conservation Area Management Plans
have been undertaken, links will be provided to these.
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens – provides the name, other designations
such as Listed Buildings or TPOs, the grading, site type and reason for designation.
Registered Historic Landscapes – links to CPAT’s historic landscape
characterisation, which sets out the description taking from the Register with further
detail on historic landscape themes and character areas.
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7.2.4 The HER also provides access to other information that can be used as evidence to
inform development management decisions. These types of information and their uses are
summarised in Figure 7 below.
Figure 7

The use of other information on the HER

Information on undesignated historical sites and features
The HER contains core records about the physical remains of historic and archaeological
features in the landscape. This includes records of sites or features that have not been
designated at a national level, but may still be important to the understanding of local history
and archaeology. CPAT has generated local data, including the historic settlement cores,
the lines of Offa’s Dyke, lines of roman roads, areas of strip fields and ridge and furrow,
traditional farm buildings, mapping of Cistercian landholdings, and boundaries of
unregistered historic parks and gardens. CPAT’s database also provides links to 250,000
digital images and metadata, site plans and transcribed from aerial photography. This
information is not currently available on Archwilio. However, it will be used by CPAT to
advise on the potential historical or archaeological impacts of development proposals. This
emphasises the importance of early consultation with CPAT in order to identify any records
that may be relevant to a development proposal.
Archaeological evidence
The HER contains event records about various archaeological interventions, such as
excavations, evaluations, surveys, recording exercises and assessments or details of field
visits to sites. This will provide information on any past archaeological work that has been
undertaken on the site itself or within its surroundings. Such works may indicate that the
archaeological resource of the site has previously been assessed and it may be appropriate
to use this information to inform development proposals. It may also indicate the potential
for further archaeological remains to be discovered during development, particularly on land
adjacent to those works. See the Archaeology SPG for further guidance on archaeological
works.
LANDMAP historic landscape areas
The HER provides access to the LANDMAP historic landscapes layer by linking to the
Natural Resources Wales website showing survey details for the historic landscape aspect
area. It provides details on monitoring of the information relating to the area, description of
the aspect area, overall evaluation, recommendations, and evaluation matrix (based on
integrity, survival, condition, rarity, and potential) including the justification for the overall
evaluation.
The summary description provides information on the key/patterns and elements of the area
in landscape terms. The record will provide information on the historical development of the
area, significant periods and types of buildings, surviving elements, boundary types, the
nature of any significant archaeological interest, historical assocaitions, and whether there
are any historic environment designations within the area. Reference should also be made
to the guidance on how to use LANDMAP for landscape purposes provided in the
Landscape SPG.
Historic battlefields
The HER provides access to the Inventory of Historic Battefields in Wales which is compiled
and maintained by the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Wales on behalf of Cadw. The HER is required to provide details of every conflict site in an
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authority’s area which the Welsh Ministers consider to be of historic interest. Conflict is
defined as a) a battlefield or a site on which some other conflict involving military forces took
place; or b) a site on which significant activities relating to a battle or other such conflict as
mentioned in a).
The inventory focuses on the location of the battle, however it should be noted that the
location of some battlefields are uncertain or disputed, and some are more precisely defined
than others. 47 of the historic battlefields on the list have been subject to further
investigation, such as documentary and historical research or non-invasive and invasive
fieldwork.
Developments may directly impact on historic battlefields by involving works to the site, and
may also have the potential to impact on the setting of a historic battlefield, thereby affecting
the understanding and appreciation of the historic battlefield. The presence of a historic
battlefield near the development site may indicate the potential for archaeological remains
and therefore for archaeological work to be undertaken (see Archaeology SPG).
List of Historic Place Names
The HER provides access to the statutory list of historic place names. The list is, primarily,
used by the local authority when considering applications for the naming and renaming of
streets and properties. This function is carried out by the Building Control section of the
Council. The list is used as a basis for naming of new streets or other developments and is
also used to inform decisions to re-name existing properties.
The list can also be a useful source of information when considering the impact of
development for the historic environment. The list contains historic names of geographical
features, settlements or individual properties and, therefore, provides useful information on
the historical development of a community or place. Place names often reflect the origins of
an area or building, or their location, and may provide an indication of past uses.
Photographs
The HER provides access to photographic records held by CPAT. This includes both black
and white and coloured photography, which may be historic or more modern. The
photographs may be of buildings or sites, and may show development in progress, or may
be in the form of aerial photographs. The details alongside the photograph will give the title
of the photograph, based on its location, and will indicate what the photograph shows.
Photographs are useful in documenting the historical development of a particular building,
site or area. Aerial photography is particularly useful as it provides a sense of the
townscape and landscape, and patterns within them, and can also inform considerations of
setting.
7.2.5 The HER provides access to a range of records, which may be relevant to the
assessment of development proposals against planning policies. It will be particularly useful
to inform judgements on whether the proposal respects the historic environment and local
distinctiveness. The information on the HER may be used to inform the most appropriate
approach towards developing a site, the materials and methods used, along with the
proportions, layout and design details of a development. The HER contains records that
may also be used to identify whether the development site has any archaeological potential
and therefore, whether any preservation, assessment/evaluation or recording will be
necessary (see the Archaeology SPG).
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7.2.6 The HER should, firstly, be used by the LPA to identify whether a development has
the potential to impact on any historic areas, sites or features. The information held on the
HER can then be used to consider the significance of the area, site or feature, and to
consider the likely impact of the proposal on that significance. Where a development is
judged to impact on any non-designated historic assets recorded on the historic environment
record, the LPA will consult with CPAT for advice on the use of the record in decisionmaking. CPAT also checks weekly planning lists against the HER database to identify
where consultation is necessary.
7.2.7 Consultation with CPAT will inform the LPA’s judgement on the significance of any
area, site or feature of historical or archaeological interest and on the likely impact of the
proposal on that significance. CPAT will also advise the LPA on how impacts on the historic
assets identified could be avoided or mitigated. The LPA may request amendments to
development proposals in order to avoid or mitigate harmful impacts on historic assets.
7.2.8 In considering the significance of a particular historic asset, it should be noted that
whilst many of the records contained on the register may not relate to historic assets of
national importance, these assets may be of local significance. Therefore, these local
assets may be considered to be significant in terms of the contribution that they make
towards local distinctiveness. Where possible, such assets should be retained and
safeguarded within development proposals.
7.2.9 The acceptability of any development proposal affecting local historic assets will
depend on the judgement made by the LPA, informed by CPAT advice, on their significance
relative to other planning factors, including the need for the development. Measures may be
needed to ensure preservation of the asset as part of the development proposal.
Alternatively, sensitive restoration/alteration of the asset may be needed, or new
developments may need to be designed to respect local character. In cases, where it is not
possible to retain assets, it may be necessary to record the building or feature(s) before
works can commence (an explanation of building recording and photographic surveys is
provided in the Archaeology SPG).
7.2.10 The HER has already been used, through consultation with CPAT, at the planmaking stage of the LDP in order to assess the historic environment implications of sites that
were put forward for allocation as part of the Powys LDP process. The implications of any
sites taken forward as allocations into the adopted plan for the historic environment,
including for archaeology, will need to be considered at the planning application stage.
Where relevant to particular sites, these considerations are set out within the issues column
of Appendix 1 of the LDP. It should be noted that the HER should continue to be checked
for any updated information or new features that may have been added to the HER since the
LDP was prepared.
7.2.11 The HER is also intended to be used to provide evidence to inform proposals to
renovate abandoned dwellings under LDP Policy H8. This policy requires the design of the
dwelling to take reference from any recorded evidence of the architectural or archaeological
interest or, where this evidence is not available, to reflect the local vernacular. The use of
the HER in these circumstances may provide site-specific information relating to the
historical development and character of the former dwelling, which can be used to inform the
design of the renovate dwelling. If this site-specific information is not available, the HER can
be used to identify local characteristics and examples of other buildings of local vernacular to
inform the design of the renovated dwelling.
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8.0

Monitoring and Review

8.0.1 The implementation of the LDP’s policies relating to the Historic Environment through
developments permitted under the LDP will be monitored annually and reported in the LDP’s
Annual Monitoring Report (submitted to the Welsh Government by 31st of October each year
following adoption of the LDP). This monitoring includes an indicator (AM43) that monitors
developments permitted that affect the strategic assets and resources identified by policy
SP7. In particular, developments permitted against the advice of a statutory consultee or
relevant Council Officer will be captured through this monitoring. A separate indicator
monitors developments within or affecting the setting of a Conservation Area.
8.0.2 The LDP’s Strategic Environmental Assessment will monitor the longer term effects
of delivery and implementation of the LDP, for instance, the impact on environment and
resources, such as historic environment designations. It includes monitoring which will
record the net gain or loss of historic environment designations, the proportion of scheduled
monuments that are in stable or improved condition and the percentage of listed buildings
that are neither vulnerable nor at risk.
8.0.3 Consideration will be given to the correct use of the Historic Environment Record,
along with the quality of Heritage Impact Statements and Design and Access Statements,
through consultation responses received from Cadw, CPAT and the Built Heritage
Conservation Officer, appeal decisions, and by comparing the assessments with completed
developments.
8.0.4 The results of this monitoring will inform future review of the LDP’s policy
requirements relating to the Historic Environment. This will include consideration of any
relevant changes to the national and local context. This SPG will be kept under review and,
where necessary, updated to take into account changes in any relevant policy, guidance,
evidence or circumstances, and in response to relevant issues raised with the SPG in
practice.
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APPENDIX 1

Location of Registered Historic Landscapes in the Powys
LDP area
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APPENDIX 2

Location of Registered Historic Parks and Gardens in
Powys LDP area
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APPENDIX 3

Location of Listed Buildings in the Powys LDP area
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APPENDIX 4

Planning-related assessments

Developments requiring Environmental Impact Assessment
A formal Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) may be necessary for certain types of
development (listed in Schedules 1 and 2 to The Town and Country Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment) (Wales) Regulations 2017).
EIA is automatically required for any development listed within Schedule 1 of the regulations.
In deciding whether EIA is required for Schedule 2 development, the selection criteria set out
in Schedule 3 of the EIA regulations refers to landscapes of historical, cultural or
archaeological significance. For instance, the location of a development within a Registered
Historic Landscape indicates that it is within an environmentally sensitive location where
there is potential for significant effects. In determining whether an EIA is necessary, the LPA
may seek advice from Cadw, CPAT or NRW.
Where EIA is required, the developer must provide an Environmental Statement setting out
the information specified in Schedule 4 of the regulations about the site and the likely
significant effects of the proposed development on the environment. This should include a
description of the aspects of the environment likely to be signiﬁcantly affected by the
development, including the architectural and archaeological heritage, and landscape.’
Where Registered Historic Landscapes are concerned, assessors should follow the
ASIDOHL2 process (see below). Cadw will advise on the scoping and the adequacy of the
statement and assessment process in relation to information contained with the EIA
regarding Registered Historic Landscapes.
ASIDOHL2
ASIDOHL stands for Assessment of Significance of the Impact of Development On Historic
Landscapes. Reference to ‘2’ reflects the revisions to the assessment process set out in the
revised second edition of the Guide to Good Practice on Using the Register of
Landscapes of Historic Interest in the Planning and Development Process. Guidance
on the methodology to be used for this staged assessment process is set out in the
Technical Annexe to the good practice guidance. Accompanying the guidance is a Historic
Landscapes Assessment Form that can be used to summarise the assessment process.
A professional archaeologist or landscape architect with expertise in historic landscapes
should undertake the assessment.
The ASIDOHL2 process is mandatory for EIA applications with likely impacts on Registered
Historic Landscapes. Where EIA is not required for a development, it will be a matter for the
LPA to determine the level of assessment required of the impact on the historic landscape,
which may in particular circumstances require a full ASIDOHL2 or part of the ASIDOHL2
process. Applicants should contact Cadw for guidance on the application of the process and
technical requirements.
Developments requiring Heritage Impact Assessment
The Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016 requires Listed Building Consent and
Conservation Area Consent to be accompanied by a Heritage Impact Statement (HIS). This
aims to ensure that the significance of the historic asset is taken into account when
developing and designing proposals. The HIS is informed by the process of undertaking a
Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), which is aimed at assisting with the design of
appropriate development by assessing the impact on significance. The process and
outcome of the stages explained in section 6 should be included in the HIS. Further
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guidance on HIA can be found in Cadw’s best-practice guidance Heritage Impact
Assessments in Wales.
Assessment for Development requiring DAS
The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order
2016 requires applications for major development and, in Conservation Areas, development
for one or more dwellings or for provision of buildings with floorspace of 100 square metres
or more, to be accompanied by a Design and Access Statement (DAS). Where
development affecting the historic environment is involved, the DAS must cover the standard
aspects expected of a DAS, but it must also address how the proposal relates to its
particular special context. Therefore, the DAS must consider the historic environments
assets affected by the proposal. A DAS is required to demonstrate the steps taken to
appraise the context of the development and how the design of the development takes the
context into account. The process and outcome of the stages explained in section 6 should
be included in the design development section of the DAS. Further detailed guidance on
DAS can be found in the Welsh Government/Design Commission for Wales document
Design and Access Statements in Wales: Why, What and How.
Assessment for other applications
For developments that do not require any of above-mentioned statements, this guidance
encourages the use of Planning Statements to set out how proposals affecting the historic
environment have been considered, designed and assessed. By following the process and
principles set out in this guidance, this will assist applicants to design appropriate proposals
and the LPA to make informed planning decisions. It should be noted that the LPA is able to
request further information where the proposed development is likely to have an impact on a
designated historic asset or on design matters. This may, in some instances, involve the
need for a HIS or further design information similar to that expected of a DAS. Information
requirements should be established and agreed in consultation with Cadw and CPAT at the
pre-application stage.
Assessment of impact on setting
For developments that are likely to impact on the setting of historic assets, an assessment
will need to be carried out of this impact. The assessment will require a visual assessment
of the development from a range of viewpoints, including any important historic or modern
viewpoints. Photomontages and maps showing zones of theoretical visibility may assist with
this assessment. Details of proposals to mitigate any adverse impacts should also be
included in the assessment. The results of the assessment of setting may form part of the
Heritage Impact Statement (see above). Further detailed guidance on matters of setting can
be found in Cadw’s best-practice guidance Setting of Historic Assets in Wales.
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APPENDIX 5

Contacts

Planning Services
County Hall
Spa Road East
Llandrindod Wells
LD1 5LG
Tel. 01597827161 / 01938 551259
planning.services@powys.gov.uk
www.powys.gov.uk

Cadw
(The Welsh Government’s Historic Environment Service)
Plas Carew
Unit 5/7 Cefn Coed
Parc Nantgarw
Cardiff
CF15 7QQ
Tel. 03000 256000
cadw@wales.gsi.gov.uk
www.cadw.wales.gov.uk

Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust
The Offices
Coed y Dinas
Welshpool
SY21 8RP
Tel. 01938 553670
trust@cpat.org.uk
www.cpat.org.uk
Natural Resources Wales
c/o Customer Care Centre
Ty Cambria
29 Newport Road
Cardiff
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CF24 0TP
Tel. 0300 065 3000
enquiries@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
http://naturalresources.wales/

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales
Ffordd Penglais
Aberystwyth
Ceredigion
SY23 3BU
Tel. 01970 621200
nmr.wales@rcahmw.gov.uk
www.rcahmw.gov.uk

Welsh Historic Gardens Trust
http://www.whgt.org.uk/

National Amenity Societies

Council for British Archaeology
http://new.archaeologyuk.org/

Ancient Monuments Society
http://ancientmonumentssociety.org.uk/

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
www.spab.org.uk/

Georgian Group
www.georgiangroup.org.uk1700

Victorian Society
www.victoriansociety.org.uk

Twentieth Century Society
www.c20society.org.uk
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